Key Memories:
of

The USS Francis Scott Key, SSB(N) 657

I am a sailor still.
I erupt with harsh, strong language in tack, thank you very much. The ocean still
captivates me. I seldom do serious offshore anymore, but just the other side of
Fishers Island is the real ocean, and "...your ocean is so great and my boat is so
small" applies nearly every weekend.
Sailing quietly in a pea soup fog, hoping your navigation gets you to Block Island
and not Portugal, the 30-knot squall line that hits you in the middle of a quiet day
sail, or having to head home against a howling Westerly and of course against the
tide....
"It all brings me to like and where I want to be. It is true; sailors belong on ships,
and ships belong at sea."
Steve Rosen, Blue Crew

__________________________________________

sub""ma""rine (sub´mß r‘n´) ... 2. (n) a kind of warship, armed with
torpedoes, missiles, etc., that can operate under water.
Sub""ma""rin""er (sub´mß r‘n´ er) 1. (n) one of the dumb sons of bitches
that dives, drives, lives and loves submarines. (See sewerpipe sailor,
bubblehead, dumb shit, snorkle sniffer,...)

Introduction:

The first American submarine was called the Turtle. In 1776 it was used to attempt to
attach an explosive device to a British warship in New York Harbor. In 1864 the Confederate
submarine Hunley sank the Union ship Housatonic off Charleston by ramming a spar torpedo
into its hull. But it wasn’t until 11 April, 1900 that the U.S. Submarine Force officially joined
the U.S. Navy with the purchase of the gasolene-powered Holland VI.
It is hard for me to imagine, but in April of 1900 my Grandfather was twelve years old,
and plowed his father’s fields with a plow pulled by a mule, then rode the same mule to school
each day.
Life was not easy for anyone back then, but submarines were an especially dangerous
and hard life for a sailor. For one thing, it wasn’t until the late 1920's that someone figured out
a way for trapped sailors to escape or be rescued from a sunken submarine. The first
submarine escape training tank wasn’t completed until August 15, 1930. Fifty-odd years later
it was abandoned and scrapped for a swimming pool. Happily, today’s Navy considers
submarine rescue and escape training as important as the weapons themselves.
Submarines began to see effective use during the early part of the Twentieth Century,
but mostly by our adversaries. The submarine was considered little more than a ‘toy’ by the
navies of the world. On December 7th, 1941, during the attack on Pearl Harbor, the Japanese
torpedo bombers were forced to make their approaches on the battleships by flying low over
the submarine pens. The boats that were in port that day had only skeleton crews aboard. The
topside watches were armed with a .45 semi-automatic hand gun and a single clip of
ammunition. As the torpedo bombers flew over less than a hundred feet above them, the men
emptied their weapons into them, then threw the guns at them when they ran out of bullets.
They threw up coffee mugs, wrenches, white hats, anything they could get their hands on,
hoping to hit a plane and put it out of action. For the most part, the Japanese ignored the
submarines, strafing them only once.
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It was a huge mistake. The United States Submarine Force in the Pacific became a
force to reckon with, and played a very great part in winning the war in the Pacific.
American submarines saw action during World War I, but it was nothing like their
battle record of World War II. The Japanese had a larger, and arguably better trained and
equipped submarine fleet than the Americans, but the weapon was not understood or
appreciated by the High Command. It took determined American submariners to prove the
worth of the submarine to a doubting world.
During and following the war, submarines saw many advancements. Among these
were the development of nuclear power, giving it the ability to circumnavigate the world
submerged without refueling, and to carry and launch missiles from below the surface of any
ocean or sea in the world.
In the latter part of the 1950's, the third Skipjack-class submarine, scheduled to become
the USS Scorpion SS(N) 589, was under construction at Electric Boat in Groton, Connecticut.
While still in the shipyard, the plans for her were changed. The boat was cut in half and a 113foot section of missile tubes and auxiliary equipment was welded into the hull between the
Operations and Reactor Compartments. Commissioned in 1959, and sailing on her first War
Patrol in 1960, the USS George Washington SSB(N) 598 became the first ‘boomer’, or Fleet
Ballistic Missile (FBM) submarine. She was the first of what was to become known as the
“Forty-One for Freedom”.

I joined the Navy in 1963. My recruiter (we always blamed everything on our
recruiters) told me I had a shot at being on Polaris submarines. Of course I jumped at it, even
though it would mean agreeing to extend my four-year enlistment at some point. As a kid I’d
watched all those Silent Service and Victory At Sea programs on TV, hadn’t I? The Silent
Service was legendary! But I had no idea what was in store for me during the next seven-anda-half years.
Not that I have regrets. Anyone who knows me realizes what a profound effect my
service in submarines had on the rest of my life. It had a profound effect on all of us. My
recruiter never lied to me. Not even when he said, “It’s the best life you’ll ever hate.”
Forty years later I began to rediscover some of the crazy guys I served with back then.
They were out there cruising the internet as I was, and eventually we stumbled across each
other. Time had dimmed the memories, but not the friendships. Many had gone on to make
the Navy a career. Some, like me, did not. It wasn’t a job, after all, it was a way of life. You
either liked it or you got out. But whichever you chose, it left you a changed man. We like to
think it was for the better.
When I talk to people about those years – everyone I meet hears about them sooner or
later – the reaction is pretty much the same. Even Navy people who did not sail on subs say; “I
could never do that!”
What? Sail out onto The Puddle and pull the cork? Why not? They’ll bring you back
up again in a couple of months. Maybe.
You can’t really explain it. Not and do it justice. I figured it out one time, and I spent
exactly 730 days under water during my short time in the Navy. Exactly two years floating
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along a few hundred feet below the surface in a big, long, cigar-shaped steel can....
...And prepared to launch more destructive force than had been released during all of
World War Two.
You can’t tell what that was like in the middle of a cocktail party. Some things you
can’t even describe or explain to the woman you married. The real story is a collection of
stories, snippets of humor or terror or frustration from a lot of different guys from different
parts of the country and different ways of life, each comprising memorable instants between
long days and weeks of abject tedium. To really get an idea of what it was like, you have to
get a bunch of the crazy idiots who went through it together and listen to them swap sea stories.
Which is where this book comes in.
This book is a collection of stories depicting life aboard the USS Francis Scott Key,
SSB(N) 657. Every boat has stories, but it is the men that lived them and tell them that make
them unique. These stories come from just a few of the more than 1,000 men who lived and
worked aboard the Key during the sixties, seventies, eighties, and into the nineties. Each story
is a page from the life of one man, depicting a small piece of what he saw or did or felt at some
time or other, while he served aboard the Key. It isn’t all flattering, and it isn’t all ‘nice’ to
read, but it’s honest.
I should explain at this point about ‘sea stories’. Sea stories, by definition, are just
stories, created by the originator and twisted by subsequent retelling into legend. Usually
fantastically unbelievable legend. Some are completely true and some are not, and it is usually
pretty hard to tell the difference. But aboard the Key we had an official ‘policy’ about sea
stories. If a story was unquestionably true, the teller must preface it by saying, “This ain’t no
shit.”
“This ain’t no shit,” had to be said first, before any other word, or it didn’t count. You
couldn’t come back later and say it; it didn’t work that way. Oh, your shipmates would retell
the story, and even give you all the ‘credit’. But after telling it, they would say something like,
“Can you believe that asshole? He is so full of shit!”
But at the same time, one must never, ever tell an untrue story after saying, “This ain’t
no shit.” If the story was ever proven untrue, that person would have lost all credibility
forever, period, amen.
To be honest, no one has yet said, “This ain’t no shit,” while relaying these stories to
me. That doesn’t necessarily mean they are false, but it does leave them open to debate. I
won’t vouch for the accuracy of any of them, but I will swear to my grave that the teller would
never have told me a lie. I will stand by my shipmate.
You might say these stories are ‘rough’. Each was forwarded to me by the guy who’s
name is below them. Any changes were strictly superficial. I left out details that might still be
classified after all these years, and where a story might not be too flattering to another
individual, I left out that individual’s name. I figured that if the guy wanted his family and
friends to know it was about him, he could let them know in his own time and fashion.
So let’s get started.
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Key Memories:
Off-Crew

Life aboard the boomers followed a routine called a ‘patrol cycle’. Each patrol cycle
lasted six months and the Key went through around sixty of them. The phases of the cycle
were ‘Off-Crew’, ‘Upkeep’ or ‘Refit’, and the ‘Patrol’ itself. Since life on the Key was very
different during each of these phases, I’ve tried to group the stories into the phases of the patrol
cycle they would have occurred in. Off-Crew was the period when most people joined the
Key, so I thought it would be a good place to begin.
Boomers were designed and intended to be at sea, on station, ready to launch at all
times. But what about the crew? How long could they stay at sea, submerged and prepared for
war, while their loved ones went on with life back in the Real World? How much time would
they need to recover before they were ready to do it again? How long could they sit out there
in the midst of the sea, drifting and hiding and waiting for the world to come to an end?
The Navy needed answers.
They tried an experiment. They took a boat out and just sat her on the bottom. The
idea was to see just how long the crew could stand being continuously submerged at sea with
little or no contact with the surface and the outside world. It turned out to be quite a long time.
But eventually the captain aborted the ‘experiment’. He wasn’t concerned about mutiny or
anything like that, or about running out of air or fresh water or provisions. He was concerned
that the crew had simply gotten to a place where they didn’t much care whether the boat
surfaced again or not.
The Navy had trained them -- and all of us – well; do their duty until it was done and
then to wait for orders. The result of the ‘experiment’ was the ‘two-crew’ concept, Blue and
Gold, for each Polaris sub. The idea was for each crew to take the boat for a period, then
transfer everything to the second crew and take a well-deserved rest. That ‘rest period’ was
called, simply, ‘Off-Crew’.
Off-Crew began with thirty days of Rest & Relaxation, or Relaxation & Rehabilitation,
or just R&R depending on who you were talking to. The next two months were for training
and refresher courses on the equipment the crew maintained and operated on the boat. It was a
time for checkups and dental work, and for getting a new prescription for your glasses.
Mostly it was a chance to forget about patrols for a while and to be with your family, or
your girl friend, or to find a new girl friend, maybe.
Or maybe just to have a party, get drunk, and throw up on somebody.
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During R&R we mustered twice a week, Mondays by phone and Thursdays in uniform
at noon Quarters. That was if we didn’t take leave. We weren’t supposed to go more than 250
miles from the naval base unless we took leave.
But with transportation ‘opportunities’ the way they were, you could get a long way
and back between Thursday musters. They didn’t have ‘caller ID’ in those days, so nobody
knew where you were calling from on Monday.
But one day I went into the office and found one of my guys on ‘office duty’,
something normally reserved for the Yeomen and Deck Gang. When I asked him about it, he
got a sheepish look and said, “I didn’t have any change to call in, so I made it a collect call.
They said we could do that. But when I showed up for muster on Thursday, the Duty Officer
told me I could either stand watches or go on report.”
I asked him where he called from and he said, “L.A.”
There was always that 10% who just couldn’t figure it out.

The Naval Submarine Base was ‘home’ to all US Submariners. It was a place where
‘off crews’ could hang out and get some rest, but it was primarily a base for submarines. There
were always Diesel Boats docked down at the piers and sometimes a fast attack ‘nukey-poop’
or two. It also had an extensive, well-equipped training facility. During Off-Crew, after R&R,
the Ship’s Office would often schedule us for classes. Each class ran from two or three days to
a month or more in length. They were detailed ‘refresher courses’ on the equipment we were
responsible for repairing, maintaining and operating on the boat.
While I was in, there were about 600 Missile Techs serving aboard the boats, the
tenders, or in training facilities. That was enough that it was rare that you ever wound up in a
training class with somebody you knew. Yet it always struck me how the people attending the
classes were usually all strangers, yet they knew how to play the same varieties of Hearts and
Pinochle as everybody else.
The married guys all brought bag lunches, and they’d start a game while they ate. The
only question was which game they would play, and that was usually answered by the guy who
brought the cards. We’d play and eat, and as the single guys made it back from the chow hall
they’d either start another game or join the one already in progress.
Sometimes, if the instructor was getting bored teaching the same subject to people who
had already sat through the class a few hundred times, lunch might last as long as two hours.
Time enough for a few good games of Hearts, anyway.
I guess that’s what a ‘fraternity’ is all about. You didn’t know these guys, but they
were sailors and Missile Techs just like you. That meant they were almost like family.
Ken ‘Mac’ McCracken, Blue Crew, ‘68 - ‘71
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While on Off Crew the married guys stayed on the beach with their wives and families.
The single guys were given a rack in a barracks and three squares a day. But lots of guys used
to get together and rent places over in town. We called them ‘Snake Ranches’. Some of the
guys even made arrangements for guys in the opposite crew to take over the ‘ranch’ while they
had the boat. During the Exchange of Command ceremony, they’d pass over the keys. Others,
like a couple of shipmates and I would just pay the rent six months in advance.
When we got ‘home’ it was Party Time! Thirty days of R&R meant four solid weeks
of Party! We had to sober up enough to call the office on Monday mornings, and to actually
show up in dress blues Thursdays at noon. Other than that we were on our own.
One of the guys in the Blue Crew had a Ranch just up the street from ours. He had
parties going about every night. I remember one Halloween party he threw where everybody
came dressed in a costume. Two of the biggest guys in the crew came dressed up as Tinkerbell
and the Jolly Green Giant. I mean, these guys could twist your head off and hand it to you, and
they’re dressed as Tinkerbell and the JGG!
Sometime during the party, one of them grabbed a girl by the ankles and held her up
over the apple bucket. He kept yelling “Get the fucking apple!” over and over and dunking her
in the bucket. She kept gasping for air and screaming to her boyfriend, “Help me! Help me!”
Ah the memories!
The way we used to get girls to come to our parties was to call the college dorms or
nurses’ residence and ask if anybody wanted to come to a party. Of course they did. I mean,
what a challenge; all the free booze and ‘nasty sailors’ they could handle!
We had so many girls at one party, you couldn’t move! One of the guys who lived
there got pissed and threw everyone out.
We had a St. Patty’s Day party once and a couple of English girls showed up dressed in
green crepe paper outfits. Fortunately we had squirt guns that night. We’d fill the squirt guns
with beer because there was less chance of spilling it that way. You know what happens to
crepe paper when you squirt beer on it?
Great party!
I met my wife at one of those parties. I flipped a coin and won. True story!
Stan ‘Jesse’ Sims, Blue Crew, ‘67 - ‘70
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Before I came to the Key I was what sub sailors called a ‘Tender Puke’. The tender I
was on was based in Charleston. We’d been through a refit and were on sea-trials down
around Cuba when Larry ‘Bug-Eyes’ and I got emergency orders to fly directly to New
London and report to a couple of Polaris subs. I don’t remember where Larry was sent, but I
was assigned to the George Washington, the oldest boomer in the fleet. While we packed our
sea bags, the ship headed for Guantanamo Bay. It must have been urgent because they loaded
us in the ship’s car and then hoisted us over the side and onto the pier even as we were tying
up.
The driver dropped us off at the air station and beat it back to the ship. But the guy at
the desk said, “Ain’t no transports flyin’ out a here. You need that base over there.” ‘That
base’ was about a hundred miles from where we were, and since we weren’t officers, we had to
walk, woolen dress blues, sea bags, ninety-degree heat and all.
Maybe an hour later we got to the real airport, handed the guy our orders and listened
to the guy tell us, “Ain’t no transports flyin’ out a here today.”
First we went back to the tender. They wouldn’t let us aboard because we were no
longer assigned to them! “Try Base Personnel,” they said. “Have them cut you new orders.”
Base Personnel was closed, of course, so we waited. All night. As soon as they opened the
next morning, we were asking for new orders. “Can’t do that,” the man says. “You’re not
assigned to Gitmo.”
They managed to find us bunks in some old reservist barracks from around WWI. The
tender pulled out and probably headed back to Charleston, but we were stuck there. Somehow
we ate, and somehow we survived, but that’s one thing about the Navy; they take care of their
own. Every day we were in personnel asking to leave the island, and every day we were told
there was nothing they could do because we were not assigned to that base.
Five or six days later the personnel guy managed to sneak us onto a plane that was
leaving Gitmo for Virginia. Maybe he got tired of us hanging around, I don’t know. We
landed in Norfolk, and went immediately to the commercial airport and got ‘stand-by’ tickets
to Charleston. Our cars were still parked down there and we were worried about them!
We found a newspaper on the plane that had an article about airline highjackings. That
was how we learned that that particular flight had been highjacked to Cuba more than any
other flight in the country! We started keeping a close eye on anybody who looked even
vaguely Cuban, especially this guy up in the front row wearing sun glasses in the middle of the
night!
But we made it to SC, picked up our cars, and started a 24-hour drive to New London.
And when we pulled into the main gate we were promptly arrested for being AWOL!
Needless to say, the George Washington left without the Missile Tech they’d requested,
but the Key needed somebody so I was sent there. I only made one patrol with the Key, for
reasons I will explain elsewhere, but it was an experience I will never forget. Or get over.
Some twenty-plus years later, I ran across the actual guy who was ordered to take my
place on the GW. He said he was sent to fill a spot for someone who “went AWOL.”
Gerald Shane, Blue Crew, ‘69 - ‘69
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About two or three weeks before we were scheduled to fly over and meet the boat the
entire crew would be sent to the ‘trainers’. These were amazingly detailed facilities. One
building held a mock ‘Control Room’ complete with a periscope that rose up into a room with
ship models for the officers to look at. They could practice navigation and making torpedo
runs up there. There was another room with a complete Ships Inertial Navigation System,
another with all the equipment contained in the Missile Control Center, and yet another with a
Launcher Control Panel and a missile tube. The missile tube had a complete, inert missile
inside. We could practice emergency maintenance or repairs on the equipment in these
trainers, or they could all be interconnected so various crews could practice simulations
together. The entire crew could practice missile launches, complete with faults and casualties
in the systems.
The equipment in each of these rooms was functional, even the missile in that tube.
That was a big part of their function, but they had a more serious function and capability as
well. Each of these rooms had a corresponding room nearby where an instructor could cause
‘malfunctions’ just by flipping a switch or pushing a button. The idea was to be able to
practice recognizing and correcting faults or casualties under real combat situations, things we
couldn’t do anywhere else.
I hated that trainer.
After three months of kicking back I was a pretty mellow sailor by the end of Off Crew.
But when they ‘reminded’ us that we were scheduled for the trainer in a few days, I’d start
feeling sick to my stomach. Monday morning I’d show up with everybody else and I’d be
nervous and worried. I just knew they would throw a casualty into the system, something
simple, and I’d blow it. I wouldn’t remember what I was supposed to do. I’d stand there
looking stupid and panicky in front of all my shipmates while we had a simulated melt-down
of the Missile Compartment, or something.
But they always started out by just letting the system work the way it was supposed to.
That helped us relax a little. Then maybe they’d throw us an indication of a valve in the wrong
position or something; something easy; something simple. The next one would be a little
tougher. The ‘faults’ would get tougher and sneakier as the week progressed.
And all the while we just handled them. All of us. Even me.
It felt like there was this big spring in my gut and the instructors were tightening it.
Every day it got tighter and I felt more confident that I could do my job and not let my
shipmates down.
By the end of that week they were throwing everything they had at us, and we just
handled it. They connected us up with the other trainers, one-by-one, until the Conn,
Navigation, MCC, Launcher, and even that one inert missile were all tied in together. And we
handled that.
When we walked out of that place at the end of the week the spring was tight. The
‘fun’ was about to begin, and we were ready. All we had left to do was pack and say goodbye
to our loved ones.
That spring stayed tight through the whole patrol.
Ken ‘Mac’ McCracken, Blue Crew, ‘68 - ‘71
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Key Memories:
Upkeep

Polaris subs were extremely simple machines, really, but there was a lot of complex
machinery needed to keep them ‘on station’ for months on end. The equipment needed for
controlling the reactor, or for navigation, or for monitoring, testing, targeting and launching the
missiles was intricate and complex. It wasn’t necessarily ‘high-tech’, but it was complex in the
way it all tied together. But even the simple equipment needed maintenance and repair,
sometimes. Even if it was just scraping the seaweed and barnacles out of the hull valves now
and then.
That’s what Upkeep – or ‘Refit’ as it was also called – was all about. That and reprovisioning. Even a nuclear submarine needs fuel for the diesel, fresh provisions for the crew,
and replacements for spares used during the patrol. There were also repairs needed that
couldn’t be done at sea. Sometimes those were big, like when the Gold Crew had to replace
the screw.
There was always a lot to get done in the time allowed.
The ‘time allowed’ was twenty-eight days. During that time we had a prepared list of
things we had to get done, and those were generated by BuShips, SubLant, Special Projects
(either the nuclear bunch or the Polaris bunch), the Squadron, and sometimes even the Captain
Himself.
During the first week we had stores loading parties to man and missiles and torpedoes
that needed to be rotated to the tender. The second and third weeks were maintenance
functions that could only be done on empty tubes, or preparations for SABOT launches to
‘test’ everything in the missile weapons systems but the missiles themselves. At the same time
we had to work on any problems the other crew might have discovered during their patrol, or
just do the simple tasks that every Navy ship requires.
The third week we went out on a short sea trial and made sure all the repairs and
maintenance work was sound. We did the SABOT launches and played a few ‘submarine
games’ so the officers could get some experience making torpedo runs.
Once we pulled back alongside the tender, we fixed anything that hadn’t functioned
well on the Sea Trials, cleaned and reloaded the SABOT tubes, topped off the provisions and
reloaded the torpedoes.
It was a hectic time, but somehow we managed a little Liberty. First, though, we had to
get there, and that required a long and tiring transatlantic flight.
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We flew to Scotland commercial once. Back then planes had reel-to-reel tape systems
to play music for the passengers, and before they had ‘stewards’ on the damn things. About
that time the Sesame Street song, ‘Rubber Duckie’, was very popular and I used to sing it for
my son. When the stews heard about that, they gave us a reel of tape to take on patrol. The
mess decks had a reel-to-reel as I remember, and on the tape, they made sure, was Rubber
Duckie.
Well the great guys in A-Gang got such a kick out of my love of that song that they
went into Dunoon and bought me a Scottish rubber duckie.
I still have that rubber duckie. All my grandkids have used it in the bathtub when
visiting our house.
It was those random little acts of kindness by your shipmates that still stand out.
John Linville, Gold Crew, ‘66 - ‘71
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I remember the first Exchange of Command by Commander Yarger aboard the Key.
He was still smashed from the night before, and during the proceedings, thanked the Gold
Crew of the Tecumseh for the turnover. The next Exchange of Command, the Gold Crew
presented him with a tag to wear on his finger at the Exchanges of Command that said, “I am
the Captain of the Francis Scott Key.”
Chuck Harner, Executive Officer, Blue Crew, ‘67 - ‘70
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The Blue crew had taken over the boat and we were tied up to the tender Hunley, I
believe. First thing they want to do is load stores. So Steve Rosen and I were told we were
assigned to a “stores loading party”. For whatever reason, we ended up at the front of the
‘conga line’ passing boxes of food hand-to-hand down to the boat. We were just behind a guy
from the tender who was supposed to be telling us what to start passing down.
First he lead us to the Meat Locker, a big freezer they kept meat in. He opened the door
and went inside. Rosen and I followed him and stopped just inside the door and waited. As
the tender guy was looking around inside that big locker for our stuff, Rosen looked to his right
and saw a box labeled ‘Prime Steak’ sitting there. I looked to my left and saw ‘Lobster Tails’.
So when the guy came back and handed us a box of ground beef, we started it down the line,
then Rosen picked up a box of the steak and passed it along, and I picked up the lobster and
passed that along.
Nobody said a thing!
Same thing happened when we went to the ‘gee-dunk’ locker. We passed along plenty
of nuts, oysters, kipper snacks, and all kinds of stuff. It went pretty much like that all day.
To make a long story short, we ended up running out of storage space on the boat for all
the extra stuff, so we stored the ‘cheap’ stuff in the Missile Compartment bilges. They served
steak and lobster twice a week that patrol, and when we turned the boat over to the Gold Crew,
we still had more stuff left than we were supposed to have gone on patrol with in the first
place!
That’s what I understood, anyway.
But Rosen and I paid the price for it; we were assigned to every stores loading party
after that. The tender wouldn’t let anybody but tender personnel in the lockers after that,
either.
Stan ‘Jesse’ Sims, Blue Crew, ‘67 - ‘70
__________________________________________

In the Navy they call everything where you get a few guys together to do some work a
‘party’, like a ‘stores loading party’, for instance. In the Army they’d call it a ‘detail’, but in
the Navy it was a ‘party’. It wasn’t any damn party, that’s for sure! Especially when its 100
degree weather topside and no shade.
I remember one such ‘party’ where we were handing down cases of stores through the
Torpedo Room Escape Trunk while the COB and some officer stood there arguing whether we
would be cooler by leaving our denim shirts on or taking them off!
And then the guy above me in the hatch dropped a canned ham on my head!
Some party!
John Linville, Gold Crew, ‘66 - ‘71
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As advanced as the boomers were, the Torpedo Room was still pretty much as it had
been on the WWII boats. It was all block and tackle and brute force, lifting big torpedoes with
a chain fall and pushing them around with just main strength and lots of cussing.
They didn’t call us ‘knuckle draggers’ for nothing.
To ‘rapidly’ load a tube would take a half-hour or more. Even if the fish was sitting
right behind the tube. You had to rig a block and tackle just to move the damn thing inside.
Unless a real knuckle-dragging Torpedoman got annoyed and just shoved the damned thing in
there....
Not the recommended method, of course. Especially if the boat was doing ‘angles &
dangles’ or we were in a rough sea or something. Without a brake line those big things could
get away from you and crush somebody, or go flying into the tube and do some bad things in
there. Moving torpedoes around in the room with the boat operating at more than dead slow
and running smooth and level was virtually impossible, not to mention taking your life in your
own hands....
It wasn’t like we were a ‘fast attack’ or anything. I know the room was intended for
defense until we’d fired all our missiles. But I always wondered (but never out loud) why they
never had us train on the torpedo stuff so we’d have a higher level of proficiency in there.
Firing one or two water slugs every once in a while was not what I would call “attack ready”
even if they were only defensive rather than offensive weapons. Weapons is weapons.
You have to remember the layout of the Torpedo Room and the stuff we carried. We
filled every cradle but three; only three blank spots and twelve to sixteen ‘fish’ to move around
just to get access to one of them. And of course those old MK-14's were covered with tetryl –
a black, gooey, sticky stuff thicker than cosmoline and smelling worse – and they had to have
their air tanks pressure-checked every two weeks....
So you had to move every other fish in the room, including sliding one into a tube,
lifting them from lower to upper and back again with a chain fall, then saving yourself a little
work by climbing in over another MK-14 (also covered with that black, sticky, gooey tetryl) so
you could get at the one behind and assiduously check everything on it per the maintenance
instructions.
But you bet your ‘dupa’ we checked them and kept the records to prove it.
So one time we offloaded a few torpedoes to the tender after a patrol, and then down
comes this TM Chief from the tender’s Torpedo Shop. He starts complaining that the air
pressure in one of the ‘fish’ was below limits. I said, “Chief, it was okay when it left my room,
but I can’t account for what the monkeys in your shop did to it after they got it!”
Well, we had some serious eyeball-to-eyeball, Chief to E-5, tender ‘puke’ to ‘bubblehead’ ‘discussions’, but I drug out my records, all signed and verified, and he finally stormed
off saying if he ever sees me in his shop or on ‘his’ tender he is going to get me for even the
tiniest of infractions!
So I stayed out of the Torpedo Shop on the tender after that. Not a terribly onerous
route, after all.
Steve Rosen, Blue Crew, ‘67 - ‘70
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My first patrol on the Key, the Launcher and Missile LPO’s were always talking about
their first liberty in Rota. The whole patrol, they planned what they were going to do when
they got to Spain. Then during the patrol, they learned that one of the Weapons guys had taken
Spanish in high school. They immediately started planning their first Spanish Liberty around
that guy. All patrol, they asked him, "You sure you can speak Spanish?"
"Yah!" he'd say.
“Say something in Spanish," they’d say.
"Come on, man, trust me!" he'd say.
So the time comes and the three of them catch a taxi to Puerto de Santa Maria (yah, the
very port the Santa Maria sailed from to discover the Americas with Christopher Columbus!)
where they could catch the ferry to Cadiz. In Cadiz, they spotted some horse-drawn carriages
waiting at the head of the pier. Figuring it was a perfect time for him to do his stuff, they told
‘their man’ to run and catch one of those horse-drawn carriages to take them to a hotel while
they brought up the gear.
When they got to the carriage, the driver is sitting up there giving this guy a really
puzzled look while the guy is going, "You-O take us-O el hotel-O!"
They never let him live it down.
Ken ‘Mac’ McCracken, Blue Crew, ‘68 - ‘71
__________________________________________

My last patrol we got a new XO who reported aboard early in up keep. When I first
saw him I thought he looked familiar, but I couldn't figure from where. A number of other
guys said the same thing, but no one could place him.
A week or so later I was in the chow hall for a cup of coffee when one of the cooks all
of a sudden stopped dead in his tracks and said, “I've got it! I know where I've seen the XO
before! He looks exactly like Clark Kent from the old TV series ‘Superman’!”
And he did, right down to the black rimmed glasses.
So, naturally, he came off watch one time to find a home-made pay phone in his
shower.
Gary Storm, Blue Crew, ‘69 - ‘72
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I came on board the Key a seaman TM striker. I was a smart-ass little eighteen-yearold who thought he was ready for about anything, but I wasn’t ready for the "Old Boat" First
Class Torpedoman who was running the Missile and Torpedo Rooms. I made the mistake of
telling him, "You can't get to me!"
My first patrol, I got every grungy job that came along. I painted tubes and cleaned
bilges and scrubbed the heads, and I went on every working party. If it meant getting greasy
and dirty and crawling around in tight places, I got the job.
He even had me and Steve Rosen paint the bilges. But not just paint them, we had to
remove anything that wasn’t welded in place and find some place to store and secure it while
we scraped everything below the deck plates right down to bare metal. Then we had to prime
and paint everything, and reinstall all the stuff we took out.
Then one day he said to me, “You’re the most fucked up person I've ever met, and
‘Jesse’ is the most fucked up name I can think of, so from now on, you’re ‘Jesse’.”
I found ways to get even with him. One of them was that to this day I have worn the
name ‘Jesse’ with pride.
I don’t think I’d better tell you some of the others.
Stan “Jesse” Sims, Blue Crew, ‘67 - ‘70
__________________________________________

You have to remember the place and the times. He had fifteen-plus years of
outstanding reviews; a real ‘can-do’ kind of guy. He was a Senior Torpedoman, allegedly
missile trained, in a department full of....
...Full of us; guys – kids, really – who had been in the Navy a little over a year, maybe,
and who probably wouldn’t do more than four or five patrols before we got out for good.
Other than being unusually cruel and demeaning, he was real good at being what he was, and
what he was was a smart, wily, sumnabitchin’ old Torpedoman.
Disciplining him for being mean to the newbees was just not real important. Besides,
who were you going cry to? All you’d get was, “Sounds like a personal problem to me.”
Them were not touchy-feely days.
Steve Rosen, Blue Crew, ‘67 - ‘70
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We were doing maintenance on a MK 14 in the Forward Room and had the Prop Lock
and not the Prop Guard on. We had just hooked up the igniter and the TM1 was opening the
stop valve allowing the pressurization of the afterbody. All of a sudden we heard a fast flow of
pressure and the prop jammed against the Prop Lock. A puff of smoke exhaust emitted from
the afterbody. The TM1 immediately closed the stop valve and we all stood frozen. Nothing
more happened, so we disconnected the igniter (which had ignited).
Shutting the stop valve immediately was what eliminated the HOTRUN. A HOTRUN
in the Torpedo Room is a very dangerous thing.
If we had placed the prop guard on instead of the prop lock, the Mk 14 probably would
have HOTRUN. The TM1 told me that if it had he may not have been able to close the stop
valve in time. The prop lock kept the turbine from turning more than about 1/4 inch. We later
off-loaded it and prepared a RUDTORP noting a defective igniter.
One other time we had a Mk 45 exercise torpedo light off electrically for a swimout and
it never swam out! We had the Squadron Commander aboard and he and the Captain decided
we were going to bring the MK 45 exercise back in the room. SUBLANT Casualty Manual
required the fish to be jettisoned in the event of a HOTRUN (a MK 45 lighting off and not
swimming out was considered a HOTRUN), but the Squadron Commander and the CO said
that because it was an exercise fish we didn’t need to jettison it. They wanted the Torpedo
Shop on the Tender to have a look at it. I asked the CO and the Squadron Commander why we
had to treat an exercise shot like a war shot when they didn’t, but I never got an answer.
I got ‘scolded’ by the A-Weps for arguing with them, though.
Ron Shouse, Blue Crew, ‘69 - ‘74
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The men I served with in the Navy were the best of the best, and my shipmates on the
Key were no exception. But we did have one guy that became something of a legend in the
other direction. The Weps Gang nicknamed him ‘Toad’. It was almost a title. Every once in a
while, I’d ask some of the guys, “How did you come up with ‘Toad’?” They’d give me this
blank look and just say, “That’s who he is!”
Toad was one of those unfortunate individuals who just never seemed to get it ‘right’,
no matter how hard he tried. There is always one in every outfit, and Toad was ours.
There was one time when Toad and another TM were taking a check valve out of the
hydraulic system in the lower level. They drained the line, but there is always oil remaining.
The TM told Toad to grab a shit-can and put it underneath to catch the oil that would drip out.
"Naw," he says and unscrews the big nut on the end. The valve came loose and
dropped a little, and started dripping oil. Amazingly, Toad says, "I'll get the shit-can!"
And he lets go of the valve! The valve sags even more, and Toad is bending down
under it! The TM he’s working with is stuck with decision of letting the valve fall on his
‘partner’, letting the weight of it screw up the threads on the valve, or risk personal injury
trying to save the threads and possibly Toad’s life.
He chose to save the threads, somehow holding that heavy valve up while Toad brought
the shit-can over to save having to clean the deck.
Another time I had Toad working with a different TM taking chain falls up to the
tender for testing. As they were rolling one off the end of the Lower Level monorail, Toad,
who was supposed to be supporting it so they could lower it to the deck together, let go of it.
The TM had to push it away so it wouldn’t land on Toad’s head! As he did, it mashed his
finger against the tube. Blood spurted everywhere.
The TM was bleeding like crazy, and about as pissed as I ever saw him get. I'll never
forget that look he gave me when they came up from the Lower Level holding his injured,
bloody hand.
All I could do was send Toad down to clean up the mess. I did it mostly to get him
away from everybody else for a while. He was really upset about what had happened.
So was the injured TM, but that was a different kind of ‘upset’.
The truth is that Toad was completely predictable in his ‘Toadness’. Somehow when
his screw-ups caught you by surprise, you always felt a little guilty that you hadn’t seen it
coming.
He earned the title, but it was a painful series of stories. They need to be told, though,
because those of us who sailed with him will simply never forget him.
“Time wounds all heels,” as they say, and I am sure Toad has long since outgrown this
unfortunate phase of his life, so I won’t name names. If he wants to share that information
with his family and friends, it’s his business.
No hard feelings I hope, Toad.
Ken “Mac” McCracken, Blue Crew, ‘68 - ‘71
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They wanted us to do the painting during Upkeep because of the fumes. The fumes are
hard to get rid of when you’re submerged and on ‘canned air’.
So one time we were painting the missile tubes in the Middle Level Missile
Compartment, and as we were painting we put up ‘WET PAINT’ signs on the tubes as we went
along. The Port side of the Missile Compartment was a superhighway for Engineering guys
going forward and aft, and even though we had wet paint signs everywhere, we kept getting
finger prints in the wet paint! I watched as a lot of those Engineering guys just couldn’t resist
stopping and checking for themselves as they passed through the compartment.
Everywhere you looked, we had hand prints on the freshly painted tubes! I got pissed
and changed some of the signs. ‘DRY PAINT PLEASE TOUCH’ the signs said, in place of
the ‘WET PAINT’ signs.
Guess what; no more hand prints!
Stan ‘Jesse’ Sims, Blue Crew, ‘67 - ‘70
__________________________________________

Kermit Sparks was Blue Crew, and he was a real character. We used to tell stories
about him even in the Gold Crew! Old Kermit and his brother-in-law Walter Deshazo were
always good for a laugh.
One story was about a time when Kermit was down in the bilge in Lower Level Engine
Room working on the High Pressure Brine pump. That was a lousy job; you had to get down
in that mucky water in the bilge and work under the deck plates. But as usual Kermit was
singing at the top of his lungs.
All of a sudden some party of touring brass shows up. From his vantage point down in
the bilge, all Kermit can see are brown shoes, nothing more. The senior 0-6, in a fatherly
manner, says, “What are you doing down there, son?”
Kermit never missed a beat. He just replied, “Fucking a duck! You want to come
down here and hold his head?”
I believe the visitors just decided to quietly move on.
John Linville, Gold Crew, ‘66 - ‘71
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Shore liberty in Spain was interesting and exciting. Even the cab rides were exciting.
There seemed to be hardly any forethought on where and how the roads got anywhere. They
just went between buildings, and the buildings might not be lined up right. The cabs would go
charging into a street at full speed, but the walls of the buildings on either side might narrow
down from maybe a couple of lanes to less than an alley. The cabby didn’t care; he’d just go
charging headlong down that alley just sort of aiming the cab at the other end....
Asking a cabby for a good place to eat took about twenty minutes and a lot of armwaving. Then he does his NASCAR thing through those narrow streets. The result was a
terrific little place with good food and a terrific Flamenco floor show with the performers
dressed in the classic outfits.
It's been a lifelong desire to return. Sampling fried squid ‘legs’ at a sidewalk café,
having everyone in town giving us directions to the Lace Factory (no matter where we asked
them for directions to), visiting historical places like Puerto de Santa Maria, the town where the
Santa Maria sailed from with Columbus to discover America....
What could be more fun?
Maybe the time MT1 Mac McCracken and I and a couple other guys got weekend
liberty in Rota. Somebody suggested going to Cordoba. It sounded pretty good so off we
went. Mac and I got a hotel room together, and as we checked out the room, he decided to get
some movies of the place. He had a little hand-held 8mm with a flood light on the top. It was
a little dim in the room, so he plugged in the flood light and tried it.
All the lights on the hotel floor went out! Then we heard running footsteps on our
floor, and people yelling at each other in Spanish. Mac looked at me and I looked at Mac, and
he started putting the camera away!
We sat there and speculated on whether we’d just blown the fuses for our floor, or
maybe the whole hotel. Maybe the whole city!
We almost expected La Guardia Civil to come in and arrest us!
Clyde Lewis, Blue Crew, ‘65 - ‘70
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One time we hit the floating wire with the screw and put a nick in one of the blades.
Any abnormality like that would make noise while the screw turned. An unusual noise like
that was death for a submarine; it was called a ‘signature’ and made the boat easy to track at
sea. The only solution was to replace the screw, which was a major, and very expensive
undertaking.
But during the process, they somehow pushed the shaft forward. That meant they had
to bring aboard some people from one of the shipyards – we called them ‘Sand Crabs’ and
‘Yard Birds’ – to heat up the inboard sleeve and reposition things.
The Sand Crabs had to do the work down in Shaft Alley using huge ‘rosebud’ welding
torches. They didn’t realize those torches were using up all the free oxygen in Shaft Alley and
damned near killed themselves.
Yard Birds. What do you expect?
John Linville, Gold Crew, ‘66 - ‘71
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While I was aboard the Key, we assigned our Weapons Department ‘storekeeper’ duties
to an MT1 who was a real ‘Straight Arrow’. We figured he was about the only guy we could
trust not to try shipping a torpedo home, or something. One time we had him make a speed run
over to stores before getting underway for patrol. He asked if there was anything anybody
needed. I thought about it and figured what the hell? “Pick me up a 1/4" drive socket set,” I
said. He looked at me kind of funny, but he got me one.
But as he handed it to me, he said, “Do you mind if I ask what you're going to do with
this?” I told him I needed one at home, to which he asked, “How can you do that?”
He was really puzzled about it!
“You know the taxpayers had to pay for this,” he said, “but I don’t think they did it so
you could take it home. Doesn't that bother you?”
“Naw!” I said.
But it did bother me. It bothered me because it bothered Clyde. I took it home, but I
couldn’t bring myself to use it. I carried that socket set in the bottom of my tool box for more
than fifteen years before somebody stole the toolbox out of the back of my truck. I opened it a
couple of times, but I never used it. The whole time it stayed as bright and shiny as the day I
got it.
I even went out and bought another one so I'd have a set I could use!
That MT1 was so Straight Arrow that he made me feel too guilty to use that one!
Ken ‘Mac’ McCracken, Blue Crew, ‘68 - ‘71
__________________________________________

I was an ELT the nine patrols I made on the Key. An ELT always had to be sensitive to
his fellow M division mates so he could drift around the ship, shoot the bull with folks and so
forth as long as he did all his samples on time. So each refit the M division Chief would give
the leading ELT a check to go to submart on the tender. One item the ELTs stocked was tygon
tubing which at that time was a couple of hundred dollars a roll. Well it was expected that the
ELT shopping list would always include an “extra” roll of tygon tubing. Instead of buying the
tubing, we’d buy the ‘necessary’ items for all the guys in M division. These included the TL
29 jacknives, the four inch crescent wrenches, the ever popular bosun’s jacknives complete
with marlin spike, and sometimes the K&E slide rule in the leather carrying case. These would
then be distributed in the engine room, buying good will between the ELT and the guys who
had to stand fixed watches in M division.
John Linville, Gold Crew, ‘66 - ‘71
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I remember a young seaman who came aboard during refit one patrol. He was a pudgy
little kid who kept reading his bible all the time. He would tell anyone who would listen that
God had told him we were going to die on patrol.
Not much chance of that making him popular, but we all figured it was probably just a
ruse to get off the boats.
It must have worked. He disappeared before we went to sea. We never heard any more
about him.
John Linville, Gold Crew, ‘66 - ‘71
__________________________________________

We were tied up next to a tender somewhere and a new guy right out of sub school in
dress blues was reporting onboard. Some of the guys decided to pull a prank on him. When
the guy came down the brow, the topside watch checked him in and sent him to the AMR1
hatch. Before he went down the topside watch said to him, "These guys have been out to sea
for quite awhile and are pretty horny so be careful down there," and walked away. The guy
dropped his sea bag down the hatch and tentatively started down the ladder.
When he got about halfway down, One of the Sonarmen stepped up to the ladder from
Upper Level Missile, where we were all hiding out of sight, and ran his hand up under the
guy’s bell bottom trousers announcing, "This sweet ass is mine!"
The guy shot out of the hatch faster than a Polaris A3 in overdrive.
Russ Christie, Blue Crew, ‘70 - ‘75
__________________________________________

One time while we were in Rota, a guy in M-Div named Ron came back aboard about
three sheets to the wind. He came on deck from the pier and observes this skinny little RM3
arguing with the topside watch. Seems the Radioman doesn’t want to go below and is making
quite a fuss.
Ron calmly walks over, grabs the guy by the neck, punches his front two teeth out and
drops him straight down the AMR1 hatch! The RM is so drunk he is limber and doesn’t get
hurt by the fall.
Nothing much became of the incident since both parties were drunk as owls at the time,
but the RM spent the patrol wishing for his two front teeth.
John Linville, Gold Crew, ‘66 - ‘71
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I was scared to death of the NTPI's (Nuclear Technical Proficiency Inspections). I was
afraid they would figure out how stupid I really was. So during this one inspection, one of the
inspectors asked me the only question I was ever asked during an NTPI.
“What do you think would happen if you were exposed to a million REM of radiation?”
It was a stupid question, sure, but these guys were supposed to be smart! He wouldn’t
have asked it if he didn’t think it was an important question!
But all I could think to say was, “A million REM? That’ll knock your dick stiff!”
He bought it, so I guess I must have been right.
Maybe that's why they let us have a bunch of nuclear weapons to take care of, so we
could guaranty the safety and security of the Free World.
It scares the hell out of me even today!
I remember laying on a bar room floor, somewhere, saying to anybody that would
listen, "See this finger? This finger can destroy the world!"
Stan “Jesse” Sims, Blue Crew, ‘67 - ‘70
__________________________________________

Just prior to one NTPI the XO ran a drill where he went into the Lower Level of the
Missile Compartment and tied both hatches down with white line. Then he announced over the
35MC that he was going to blow up the Missile Compartment.
Every time one of us tried to cut the white line he’d be there with a stick knocking our
knife away. So we took a CO2 fire extinguisher with us and the next time he tried to knock our
knife away we blasted him with it.
From what I remember it frosted his hair and we were able to get down and nab him.
Bob Reese, Blue Crew, ‘68 - ‘70
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One time we had an Electrician’s Mate aboard by the name of George who was an
‘African American’. Good guy. He was assigned to the Electrical Power Control Panel for an
Operational Readiness & Security Examination Board inspection.
George is sitting there with a lit cigar (back then you could smoke aboard the boats)
when this Commander comes into Maneuvering and asks him, “Son, how often do you check
for grounds?”
Old George took up his stogie, took a big puff, looked at the guy and rolled his eyes,
then in his best Amos and Andy manner, says, “Oh I’se be checking dem grounds all the time
der sir!”
Geeze, the guy turned pale and just went away!
I was almost doubled up with laughter!
John Linville, Gold Crew, ‘66 - ‘71
__________________________________________

One time one of my guys drank his dolphins while he was on liberty. I managed to
avoid doing it because it really was pretty dumb. The bartender would put a shot of everything
behind the bar in a beer pitcher, and then your ‘buddies’ would drop your brand new dolphins
in it. You were supposed to chug the pitcher, catching your dolphins in your teeth.
If you missed the dolphins, you got to do it again.
Well, they carried him back to the boat really blasted. Mini-Quack, the Corpsman
happened to be up and about at the time and was thoroughly disgusted about the whole deal.
He made a big issue of it, saying he was worried the guy would throw up and drown in his own
vomit. So he put him on a mattress between the tubes behind Launcher with his feet elevated,
and told the Launcher watch to keep an eye on him.
Of course the guy slept like any other drunk, which is like a rock and the best thing for
them. Fortunately they didn't try to wake him up; just left him passed out on that mattress.
But if I had been in that shape, the last thing in the world I would have wanted is to
wake up with the world spinning around my bunk, feeling like the bed was flipping over with
my head at the bottom, knowing my guts were full of stuff they wanted to eject ASAP, and
then open my eyes to discover it was for real!
Ken ‘Mac’ McCracken, Blue Crew, ‘67 - ‘71
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Shipmates who rode the Key in the early days will probably remember the ‘Ballantine
Beer’ sign that hung over the diesel coffin cover in Auxiliary Machinery Room 2, Lower
Level. Think of the ‘coffin cover’ as a ‘valve cover’, a domed, rectangular cover on top of the
engine. The sign hung from the overhead above the cover so it was in the center of the engine
and ran fore and aft. I think it was “liberated” from the El Bolero in New London at some
point well before I came aboard.
The ‘drill’ was for the watch stander doing a battery charge to turn on the sign when
starting the diesel. Well of course the proper fellows from the ORSE Boards would comment
on their physical inspection reports that there was an unauthorized sign in the compartment.
This went on for a couple of patrols until Admiral Rickover sent a personal letter to the Gold
Crew skipper, detailing what actions he would suffer if the inspection team were to return and
find the sign again.
As I remember, no one wanted to turn the sign over to the Blue Crew for disposal so it
was decided just to deep six it with proper ceremony.
Having done some battery charges, I thought it added a little touch of home during a
fairly boring task!
John Linville, Gold Crew, ‘66 - ‘71
__________________________________________
A missile tube was a vertical tube that stretched 34 feet from the keel to above the hull
topside, and was almost seven feet across. For safety, stanchions and a life line were set up
around a tube while the hatch – weighing several tons – was open, and if it was going to be
open for an extended time, a safety net was stretched across it.
This one time there were three of us down in the superstructure installing the safety
netting while Toad installed the stanchions. Ron Shouse had just finished clipping the net on
his side and started climbing out of the superstructure. He grabbed a stanchion Toad had
already set up, but apparently a chip of paint or something had gotten into the threads and Toad
hadn’t screwed it in properly. Instead of clearing it and doing it right, he just left it. Less than
a thread was holding it in place when Shouse grabbed it.
As Shouse put his weight on it, it popped out and he fell back into the empty tube.
Fortunately, the other two of us had just managed to fasten our sides of the netting, which kept
Shouse from falling. Three seconds sooner and it would have been a disaster.
Shouse lay there stunned for a few seconds, knowing how close he had come to being
seriously injured, if not killed. We started yelling at him to get off the damned net! You never
knew how strong they really were, after all, and when you see a buddy laying there like that it
makes you wonder just how well you fastened it.
Shouse climbed out of there, still holding the stanchion, and started chasing Toad
around topside with it. He would have brained him with it if he’d caught him!
I never saw Toad move so fast.
Russ Christie, Blue Crew, ‘70 - ‘75
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I remember a Weapons Officer we had once. It was my first patrol as LPO of the
Missile Compartment, and it might have been his first as Weps. We were setting up four
SABOT shots for the Upkeep sea trials, and when it came time to start filling the tubes with
fresh water, my guys asked me if maybe we didn’t need a chit for the water or something. I
thought it was a decent question and went looking for somebody with an answer.
No chiefs, no storekeeper-types, nobody around but that officer to ask. I found him in
the wardroom with some other officers and asked him if we needed a requisition for the water.
He says, "Why would we need that?"
I said, "I don't know, Sir. I just figured I'd better ask before we started dumping water
in the tubes."
He said, "Tell you what, McCracken. If they send you a bill for the water, you come
see me."
Well, all his Wardroom Buddies got a huge kick out of that and I was sent back to the
MC feeling like a two-year-old!
That was a bad officer!
I learned two important rules in the Navy, and they have served me well all my life ever
since.
Rule #1 is never badmouth your authority. Not in front of the people who work for
you, anyway.
Rule #2 is never shit on the people you depend on. Rule #2 is the one the Academy
seemed to forget about when they put together the curriculum.
If I remember right, he didn't make the next patrol with us either.
Ken ‘Mac’ McCracken, Blue Crew, ‘68 - ‘71
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One Upkeep, a buddy of mine and I got weekend liberty while we were in Rota. We
went to a small town somewhere near there and got a room. I’m not sure how we got it
because nobody spoke English and we didn’t speak Spanish, other than, "Take me to hotel-o el
quick-o!"
Anyway we got a room. It shared a toilet down the hall with everybody else on that
floor. Then we went out drinking. Usually that involved finding a Spanish bar where
somebody was willing to work with you in developing a kind of ‘pigeon Spanish’ so you could
at least communicate.
This time we found a kind of outdoor Spanish bar and met some Spanish sailors off a
locally-based Spanish carrier. We bought some wine and shared it with them. Those Spanish
guys never had any money. The wine wasn’t that great; the label was still wet and the grapes
were still in the bottle, but it was interesting.
After that we went for a horse and carriage ride. My buddy fell out. As he was falling
he was yelling, "Uno moment-o!"
We stopped at a place somewhere and got drunker. The place had a fireplace and a dog
by the fireplace. I remember we had chicken wings. I also remember it was a nice place for
Spain. The bathroom was a hole in the floor, but they had two footprints painted on the floor
to show you where to stand while you....
It gets kind of hazy after that, but eventually we needed a ride back to the boat. We met
some other US military guys. Everybody had to wear civies in Spain – El Presidente Franco
had promised his people there would never be ‘foreign uniforms’ on Spanish soil, so we had to
pretend we were civilians or something – so I never knew if these guys were Navy or Marines
or what. They had a car and they were willing to give us a ride.
But if their car stopped, the engine stopped running. We pushed the car to get it going,
then I jumped in the back seat. I expected my buddy to jump in beside me, but he climbed on
the roof!
As we got closer to Rota, we knew La Guardia Civil would be all over the place so we
decided we’d better get my buddy off the roof. So they slowed down and he jumped off. And
bounced.
I thought maybe he might have hurt himself so I climbed out to see if he needed any
help. Unfortunately the car hadn’t stopped moving yet. I bounced too. I had bought a
souvenir sword and a bottle of perfume for my girlfriend somewhere that weekend, and I
stepped out of that moving car with the sword in one hand and the perfume in the other.
I don’t think I got stabbed, but I can’t remember if she got that perfume or not.
Stan ‘Jesse’ Sims, Blue Crew, ‘67 - ‘70
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During one of the patrols we made out of Rota , some Key sailors were involved in the
great ‘Slop Chute Affair’. The Slop Chute was a small bar out by the back gate of the Rota
base. You could get ‘hamburgeros’, beer, and rum and cokes out there, even dressed in your
coveralls or dungarees. That was a concession to the crews in Upkeep that didn’t want to dress
up for the various clubs on the Spanish base.
The Slop Chute work force was local Spanish guys who spoke pretty broken English.
Someone, I don’t remember who, got the bright idea that the sailors in the bar could do a better
job behind it than the locals who worked there, so the locals were sort of ‘evicted’. People
kept paying, and whoever was behind the counter manned the till; all legitimate! Then some
guys sitting outside at the tables decided, having watched the local workers leaving the base on
their little motorbikes through the back gate, to have some target practice.
Next thing you know beer bottles were flying over the fence and some motorcyclists
took tumbles. Next thing to happen was the shore patrol arriving, having heard from the
ejected bar staff and probably from some motorcycle riders that a riot was going on or
something. The bar was closed and everyone was dispatched ‘el pronto’ to their respective
boats.
Next time we came to Rota you could only get beer at the slop chute. It was probably a
decision by the Powers That Be that Demon Rum had been cause of it all.
If I remember, a rum and coke was 65 cents and most of that was for the coke. Out in
the local bars in the 60s, a shot of brandy was two pesetas. The exchange rate at that time was
about 60 pesetas to the US dollar. In other words, Espania was a pretty cheap drunk!
On the other hand, the 60p brandy was only a day or two removed from the still, I
believe, and had a quality similar to that of paint thinner.
John Linville, Gold Crew, ‘66 - ‘71
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I was on board when General Alexander Haig, then NATO Commander, came aboard
for a visit. I'm pretty sure we were in Rota at the time. We had to field-day everything, and I
was with the guys who scrubbed the deck in Middle Level Missile Compartment. When we
finished, we were told to change into clean poopy suits and wait. We decided to just hide out
in Lower Level instead. We heard the group pass through the Missile Compartment, and after
looking into the Launcher area, they went on into the chow hall.
General Haig asked one of the mess cooks, "Where are you from son?"
The mess cook said, "Texas sir."
Gen. Haig said, "Texas? What are you doing in the Navy?"
And the million-dollar answer was, "Just fucked up I guess."
Russ Christie, Blue Crew, ‘70 - ‘75
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I was assigned to Lower Level Missile Compartment with Rosen and Sims during
Battle Stations Missile. We were preparing to launch a SABOT during the Upkeep Sea Trials.
As we got prepared, Rosen and Jesse told me I needed to keep my hand on the gas generator
(outer casing) to make sure it didn’t get too hot. If it got so hot I couldn’t keep my hand on it, I
was to let them know.
But as we began the countdown (“Denote 9,”) I noticed Rosen and Sims begin to move
forward. A bit later (“Prepare 9,”) and Rosen and Sims were way up forward and looking back
at me with shit-eating grins! Then they moved their hands up to cover their ears!
“9 Away!”
All Hell broke loose. I almost discovered why they called our coveralls ‘poopy suits’!
That canister bucked and roared and all kinds of horrible sounds came out of tube 9! Rosen
and Sims, my ‘Sea Daddies’, were hooting and hollering and doing back flips they were
laughing so hard!
All I could do was try and swallow my heart and check my poopy-suit for ‘foreign
substances’!
Ron Shouse, Blue Crew, ‘69 - ‘74
__________________________________________

When a missile – or a SABOT – is fired, the tube is left full of sea water and a lot of
plastic-looking residue from the gas generator. The Forward Room TM1 got this idea that if
we could dump some detergent in the tube, it might loosen that stuff up a little and make it
easier to clean.
We got permission to give it a try, and after firing a pair of SABOTs we headed topside
with two five-gallon cans of dishwasher detergent and some ‘safety harnesses’ with ‘travelers’.
They opened the hatches for us and we dumped a can in each tube. Then they opened a
purging valve in the bottom of each tube to ‘agitate' the sea water in the tubes.
I was quite impressed by all of this. I was also quite taken by being topside in the
middle of the ocean with nothing around us but a trail of soap suds clear to the horizon. We
were doing about a 2/3-bell at the time and the sea was coming up the bow and cascading to
either side just forward of the sail. It was real ‘blue-water’ stuff!
I was also wearing the sound powered phones. They told me later that the skipper got a
big kick out of my description of, "It looks like a giant Mixmaster up here!"
Ken ‘Mac’ McCracken, Blue Crew, ‘67 - ‘71
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Everyone knows that FBM submariners are not good line handlers. We only got to
practice a couple of times a year. I was in charge of line 6 which was the aft-most line on the
Key. I liked it because no one ever went back there due to the fact that you had to slide down
the turtleback to get there and it was often slippery.
On this day we are returning to port and the tug pulls along side. The guy at the bow of
the tug, which was about 5 feet above us at Line 6, tossed down a line to us to put over the
cleat. But the noose at the end of the line was too small to go over the cleat. I was standing
there with a fellow Missile Tech, and he had the line in his hands and neither of us knew what
to do with it. The guy on the tug yells down, "Dip the eye!".
My ‘partner’ asked me, "What the hell does that mean?"
I had no idea, and there was no one near enough to ask. The guy yells again, this time
louder "Dip the f***ing eye!"
We didn’t want to let this civilian think we didn’t know our ass from our elbows when
it came to line handling! So the Missile Tech tossed the line into the water, ‘dipping’ it.
The guy on the tug about busted a gut laughing. He called a few other guys on the tug
to the bow and told them what we had done and they started laughing. The COB noticed the
commotion and came down to Line 6 and asked us what was happening.
We said, "We're dipping the eye."
He kicked my partner in the ass! I had headphones on or he would have kicked me too!
He explained, in a rather disgusted voice, that ‘dipping the eye’ means that you reach through
the noose, grab the line and pull it through the eye. This makes a noose that will fit over the
cleat and pulls tight.
It took a long time to live that down. I'm sure the guy on the tug told the story more
often than we did.
Russ Christie, Blue Crew, ‘70 - ‘75
__________________________________________

My station for the Maneuvering Watch was usually topside as a line handler. I
remember one Upkeep in Rota when the word came down that the next morning, at 8:00 A.M.
sharp, we were going to shift sides of the tender. It was emphasized 8:00 A.M. sharp!
Everyone was to be aboard with no exceptions. In fact, we were told that if we weren't aboard,
it was going to be considered Missing Ship’s Movement. That was a court-martial offense, if I
remember correctly.
8:00 A.M. came and everyone was on station. Shore power was disconnected. The
tugs had just nosed up on our outboard side and had lines secured to our cleats, ready to go.
All lines had been singled up. The signal was given, and the brow was raised....
And then the brow stopped about half way up and came back down again. Then
Captain Yarger came aboard wearing civilian clothes and a sheepish grin.
Gary Storm, Blue Crew, ‘69 - ‘72
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While Toad was Small Arms PO you could often find him sprawled out on the deck
outside the Radio Shack, inventorying weapons and ammunition. With his large, pear-shaped
frame he was definitely a ‘road block’ in that narrow, busy passageway.
But when we set the Maneuvering Watch, one of his duties was to run topside and
collect the weapons and ammo clips from the security watches and bring them below. Then he
was to report topside as a line handler. Since he couldn’t do the inventorying in the
passageway, he brought everything down to Launcher and dumped it there, even though he
was told never to do that!
One of the guys at Launcher was Toad’s ‘Sea Daddy’, a TM1 in charge of the Torpedo
Room who had been saddled with Small Arms PO himself a time or two. It was he who
decided to teach Toad a lesson. He broke the ammo out of the .45 clips and passed it around to
each of us, telling us to hang on to it and not give it back until he told us to.
When Toad discovered the bullets were missing he knew we had taken them. He
started swearing at everyone and said that when he found out who had done it he was going to
“hang them from the yardarm!”
Well, the TM1 let him stew over that for quite a while. Long enough that I forgot about
it. A few days later, the MT who was doing our laundry called me down to the Laundry Room
saying there were ‘strange sounds’ coming from the dryer. When I got down there we found
the bullets I’d been given. I’d forgotten all about them and left them in the pocket of my
poopy suit when I sent it to the laundry!
Luckily the dryer hadn’t gotten hot enough to set them off, yet. If it had, I’m sure it
would have been one of the few screw-ups we couldn’t blame on Toad!
Bob Reese, Blue Crew, ‘68 - ‘70
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The boats used three-inch nylon mooring lines to tie up. The things will stretch to
about twice their length before they snap, and when they snap, they spring back faster than a
whip. It’s very dangerous and has been known to kill people.
But one January, we were tied up at the sound pier and preparing to move the boat.
Captain Frank Graham had the CON, and somehow Maneuvering got the word from up
forward to put on a Flank bell! Well, Maneuvering did as they were told, putting a huge strain
on one of the spring lines. The line parted and whipped across the deck catching the Weps
Officer across the back. He was wearing a Kapoc life jacket at the time, which is probably all
that saved him from being cut in two. The line smacked him and knocked him clear off the
boat into the Thames River. A seaman named John Schumacher dived in to rescue him.
The Thames was damn cold in January. The Weps was damn lucky Schumaker jumped
in after him!
Of course the Con denied they ever called for a bell and it all fell on the phone talker in
Maneuvering. That’s what I was told, anyway. I came aboard right after that, and the favorite
saying among the crew was, “All ahead Flank with Crazy Frank!”
John Linville, Gold Crew, ‘66 - ‘71
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We were loading missiles one time and I assigned Toad topside. One of the more
experienced hands was in charge up there and was wearing the sound-powered phones. During
the preparations, the Tender swung the adapter ring over and those of us below decks waited
for the ‘Tender Pukes’ to fasten it to the tube. After a while, I got a call from topside saying,
“Mac, you’re not going to believe this.”
It seems the Tender’s ‘Lead Man’ had come over and asked my ‘Lead Man’ if we could
provide somebody to bolt down the adapter ring. “My guy is a total screw-up,” he said, “I’m
afraid he might fall in the tube!”
Our guy said, “I know what you mean. We’ve got one, too.”
“Can’t be as bad as our guy,” the Tender guy says.
So my man says, “You see that ‘wide-bodied’ guy over there with the ‘chicken legs’?
We call him ‘Toad’. I’m going to call him, and he’s going to turn around and say, ‘Yah Boss!’
Then he’s going to start walking toward us, and he’ll kick that socket wrench laying there. It’s
going to ricochet off that stanchion, slide clear across the deck and fall over the side.”
The Tender guy just stands back and says, “Okay.”
My guy calls, “Hey Toad!”
Just as predicted, Toad says, “Yah Boss!” and starts walking. He kicks the wrench –
‘bonk!’ – it hits the stanchion – ‘clink!’ – then rattles across the deck and goes over the side –
‘plunk’.
The Tender guy just nodded his head and said, “Okay. I’ll have my guy do it.”
Believe it or not, in a strange, twisted, submariner sort of way, we were proud of Toad!
Ken “Mac” McCracken, Blue Crew, ‘68 - ‘71
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The Key was in Holy Loch, Scotland, and it was early in the morning. We’d made the
sea trials, fired the SABOTs, and were just completing the missile reloading. We were
scheduled to get underway for patrol about the next day or so. I was inside the guidance
section of one of the missiles doing some last minute stuff with just my legs from the knees
down dangling outside. One of the Techs was leaning in, reading the check list to me. He has
the book on my thighs so he can keep an eye on me – the 2-man rule, you know; security area
and all that. Suddenly I see him jump back and the Captain sticks his head in! “Keeping the
powder dry?” he says.
Well, it would have been a lot funnier if he hadn’t had a lit cigarette dangling from his
lips at the time! A Polaris Missile is sixteen tons of solid propellent and it is highly explosive!
“Everything’s fine, Captain! Goodnight!” I said.
I thought I was toast! I was laying on top of the second stage rocket motor with an
even larger rocket motor below that!
Time to change the old ‘poopy suit’ again!
It seemed like I had to change that suit a lot on the Key.
Russ Christie, Blue Crew, ‘70 - ‘75
__________________________________________

A good buddy of mine, Ed Evering, another Machinist’s Mate, decided he needed a
birthday card for his little son. He and I headed over to the Rota PX to find one for him. He
picked out a cute card with a bunny on it.
Walking back we decided to have ‘one beer’ at the Acey/Ducey club. Well one beer
led to another and we left there so pickled we got lost trying to find the piers. Then Ed
discovered that he didn’t have the birthday card anymore.
When the shore patrol picked us up, we were on our hands and knees in this grassy
stretch of the base looking for the card. The shore patrol guys asked Ed what the hell he
thought he was doing. Ed replied he was looking for the “widdle wabbit”.
Into the bed of the shore patrol pickup we went, to be deposited pier side at the Key.
At least some shore patrol guys had a sense of humor I guess.
John Linville, Gold Crew, ‘66 - ‘71
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The Dédalo (affectionately called the Dildo by US sailors) was an American WWII
aircraft carrier, formerly named the USS Cabot, that was loaned and then later sold to Spain.
Her permanent ‘home’ was the same pier the American submarine tender was tied up to. The
Spanish used her as a helicopter carrier in those days, but the helicopters were kept in some
other part of the country so if there was a coup against Franco they wouldn’t get both the
carrier and the choppers in one raid.
Hell, they only had three of them anyway.
What a sight to see her get under way, belching black smoke that would make any
Boiler Tender cut his wrists. That didn’t happen very often so it was quite a sight.
The sailors on that ship made about 100 pesetas a month, which in American was about
a dollar-sixty! First timers to Rota were always ‘encouraged’ to buy these guys a drink when
we ran across them on the beach. We were glad to do it, especially since we figured they’d
know the ‘good stuff’ to ask for and they’d probably get it cheap. But they wouldn’t just let us
buy the drinks, they would reciprocate no matter how much we protested.
Hell we lost more change in the bars in one night than they made in a month!
John Linville, Gold Crew, ‘66 - ‘71
__________________________________________

One time in Rota we went to the EM club on the base. It was about a mile's walk past
the Spanish Aircraft Carrier they kept tied up at the same pier the tender was on. We got a
little smashed, and on the way back I found a frog. For some stupid reason I decided I should
give that frog to the Spanish Aircraft Carrier's Captain.
I went up to the foot of the gang plank and tried to talk to the guard there. I tried to tell
him that I’d found this Spanish frog and that I wanted his Captain to have it. But he just did
not understand English. So I started past him and up the gang plank with the frog to try and
explain it to somebody else.
Then I heard CLICK>>>CLICK>>>CLICK!
I turned around and looked down the barrel of a machine gun. I sobered up instantly,
and walked carefully and quietly back down that plank and back to our sub.
If I remember correctly the frog lived in our bilges for the better part of that patrol.
Stan ‘Jesse’ Sims, Blue Crew, ‘67 - ‘70
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We used Sound Powered Phones for closed-circuit communications all the time.
They’d been around forever. While loading missiles, for instance, we had people wearing
phones topside and below decks in the Upper, Middle, and Lower Levels, and at Launcher.
‘Proper procedure’ meant we were to state the station we were calling, then our station name,
then say our message, followed by, ”Over.” Like, “Topside, Launcher, are they swinging the
missile over yet? Over.”
But of course we never did it that way.
Our way was to call, “Hey on the Roof!” Or, “Somebody in the basement come up
here and give us a hand!” Or just, “You guys got that hatch secured yet?”
We knew who and where everybody was, and what they sounded like on the phones. It
was just quicker to say what was on your mind. Nobody ever gave us any shit about it, though.
It’s hard to argue with success.
Ken ‘Mac’ McCracken, Blue Crew, ‘68 - ‘71
__________________________________________
It was the last full day before we were scheduled to leave for the patrol, and Jesse and I
were charging the nitrogen bank. Everyone was dead tired and everybody else was below. We
just wanted to get the job done so we could knock off too. The guy on the other end of the
sound powered phones, though, was some WestPac, knuckle-dragging, redneck Bosun’s Mate
with some serious attitude issues.
So once we have the high pressure hose connected to the charging fitting, I get on the
phones and tell the guy on the Tender, “Okay! Begin charging, please!”
Well the Tender guy starts having a real fit about ‘proper procedures’ and ‘Navy ways’,
while we stand around trying to keep our eyes open. Finally he runs down and begins the
charge. To show my appreciation, I say, “Thank you,” sending him off into ‘Bosun Hell’
again.
So Jesse and I are standing there chatting about Important Things when we start hearing
a small hiss. And the hiss is getting louder by the second. You have to remember that the
nitrogen bank is charged to 4,500 PSI, and the only thing that could be hissing was that
connection. So I quickly say, “Stop the charge please!”
And it was back to Hell and beyond for the Bosun, again.
So what are two young TM2(SS)'s to do? We dove behind the open hatch and waited
until he got around to it. When he did, we tightened the connection and politely asked him to
start the charge again, saying ‘please’ and ‘thank you’ whenever it seemed appropriate and we
could work it in. The Bosun, of course, responded in his usual way.
When it was all over and we could finally head below, we were still dog tired, but we
felt a little better.
There ain’t no way we could let some Tender Puke get to us, after all. He just needed
to learn that there was the ‘Navy way’ and the ‘Submariner’s way’, and they weren’t always
the same way.
Steve Rosen, Blue Crew, ‘67 - ‘70
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Before entering port, and before anybody else was allowed to go topside, the ELT on
duty was supposed to go topside and do a survey for radiation. You aren’t allowed to go up
until you have clearance from the CON. They need to know you’re going to be up there so
they won’t do anything stupid, like dive or something.
But this one time I got all the permissions and started up through the AMR-1 hatch just
as some fool on the CON cycled ballast tank vents. That put a big slug of salt water down the
trunk, damn near killing me and causing fireballs to shoot out of the 400 cycle sets that were
operating down there.
I guess they didn’t figure cycling the vents with somebody topside was stupid.
John Linville, Gold Crew, ‘66 - ‘71
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I worked on line 6 during maneuvering watches. Coming into Rota we were often sent
topside while we were still quite a ways out to sea. One time I was told to rig out the capstan.
Because that meant walking on the slick, curved hull behind the turtleback, I had to wear a
safety harness we called a ‘deck crawler’ or ‘come-along’. That’s a wide, heavy-leather belt
with a chain and a fitting that can slip into a track that runs the full length of the hull.
So I clipped in and headed aft, but as I knelt down to start the capstan I heard someone
yell my name. I looked up and saw a wall of water dropping down on me!
A large swell passed over the aft end of the boat and swept me off my feet. Suddenly I
was floating about 6 feet under water, but still tethered to the boat by the deck crawler. The
swell passed and the boat popped back up quickly so I was only under for a few seconds. But
if I had not had my deck crawler on, I would have been sucked into the screw and turned into
hamburger!
I looked – and felt – like a drowned rat. I remember thinking I was lucky the water was
warm, and at the same time wondering if it was warm from the sun or me wetting my pants!
Russ Christie, Blue Crew, ‘70 - ‘75
__________________________________________

My first patrol I was a line handler at Line 6. We were leaving Charleston, headed
down the Cooper River from the Naval Weapons Station. The line handlers were getting ready
to go below when the XO walked up and said, “Rodgers, take this line and secure that steel
cable next to the escape trunk so it doesn’t slap against the hull while we’re submerged.”
“Yes, sir,” I say. He handed me about six feet of brown marline twine. I crawled as far
aft as I could but the ‘come-along’ stopped me about a foot short of the escape trunk hatch. I
thought, “I’ll be damned if I fail at the very first thing I’m asked to do on a submarine!”
So, like an idiot, I unhooked my come-along and crawled aft to the escape trunk hatch.
After tying the last knot, something made me consider the screw turning at the stern of the ship
just a few feet away. We might have been doing a Standard bell and it was chewing the river
up pretty good. Thoughts of the thousands of horsepower being transferred to the river
occurred to me just before I had an epiphany about being on a slippery, wet, rounded piece of
smooth HY-80 steel, without my come-along being secured! If I started sliding, one of those
beautifully curved blades could knock my head clean off, and the shaft wouldn’t even slow
down!
With my heart pounding, I very carefully crawled back to the rail and hitched my
come-along tether to it. I stood up and was beginning to recover from my near-death
experience when the XO came up and squinted at my handiwork. “That’ll do. Go below,” he
says.
“Yes, sir!”
Mike Rodgers, Gold Crew, ‘76 - ‘80
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Key Memories:
Patrol

In reality, patrols were utter boredom while you sat around waiting for nothing to
happen. You endured it until it was over and you could go home. The boat was intended to be
at sea and on patrol, ready to launch on a moment’s notice, so that’s where we were most of the
time. There were no provisions in the schedule for Christmas or the Fourth of July, or for
birthdays or even for having babies. In fact, it was just about guaranteed that nine months after
getting your wife pregnant you would be on patrol while she had the baby.
As a wise man once told me, “If the Navy had wanted you to have a wife and a family,
it would have issued you one in your seabag!”
But there were things we did to relieve the boredom and the monotony. Even the week
or two of field days and clean up before a Captains Inspection was a break in the monotony.
But Half Way Night and Casino Night, or the Departmental Dinners, where each department
gave the cooks a break for one night, were a hell of a lot more fun.
We stood watches six hours on and twelve hours off. Meals were served every six
hours; six AM and six PM, noon, and Midnight Rations. Sometimes MidRats were the best
meal of the day.
And we had movies; one relatively new movie for each day of the patrol, plus a couple
of TV series, like Star Trek and Mission Impossible for Saturday and Sunday afternoon
matinees.
The rest of the time we slept or read books or studied the boat for Qualification. But
with so much time on our hands, it’s only natural that we did some crazy stuff once in a while.
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I made my first patrol out of Holy Loch. We set sail on Christmas Eve and I was on the
flying bridge with Captain Yarger. Being a Quarternaster meant that I "knew" Morse Code, so
the Captain asked me to send a message, via signal light, to one of his buddies on shore. I was
not a skilled signalman, and so made my best effort.
Much to my dismay, someone on shore flashed a message back! I have no idea what it
said, but told the Captain that it was wishing us a "Merry Christmas and a safe journey".
Bob Weeks, Blue Crew, ‘70 - ‘72
__________________________________________

The very first dive Captain Forsythe made on the Gold Crew he discovered that his
ballast calculations were off by about several tons if I remember right, and he was ripshit!
Captain Forsythe had been an enlisted man on the Nautilus commissioning crew and had
worked his way up to become captain of an FBM submarine. It was no easy feat, but it also
meant he was a knowledgeable guy regarding submarines and the crews that sailed on them.
The Captain began to inspect the boat once we got on patrol, drawer by drawer, locker
by locker. Nothing was off limits to his prying eye. He turned up all sorts of ‘unauthorized’
spare parts and tools which we all considered absolutely essential to getting underway. The
nuke lab had some spare steel plumbing for the primary sample sink, M Division had 3 dozen
deckplate screw drivers, and so on. Each find the Captain made went directly to the TDU
room and was shot overboard! Even the holy of holys, the M Division flexitallic gasket
collection fell prey to this search and destroy. “You are supposed to draw your gaskets from
supply,” he growled in response to the chief’s entreaty to keep the flexes.
It seemed like tons (and probably was) of new tools and spare parts went to the briny
deep. On the way in from that patrol, the Captain again did a dive and this time his
calculations were right on the money for a 640 class FBM, minus a lot of great EB comshaw.
John Linville, Gold Crew, ‘66 - ‘71
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I remember going to Battle Stations Missile on Christmas Day once. I was pissed off
and remember asking the Weapons Officer what shit heads in Washington came up with that
one. He gave me a good answer.
He said they ran COMCONEX (COMmand CONtrol EXercises) on Christmas Day
because they knew the Russians were monitoring what we did. They, the “shit heads in
Washington”, wanted them to know that we were still out there ready to blow their asses off
the face of the earth even on Christmas Day.
It made me feel kind of good knowing we were providing a peaceful Christmas back
home. I actually stopped bitching for a day or two.
Russ Christie, Blue Crew, ‘70 - ‘75
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Christmas 1968 was my first patrol. I had just made 3rd class but officially not until Jan
1, so I was on the 4 days of mess cooking. Mess cooking was required. for all E-3's and below,
I think. Suddenly we had a fire (or a detectable facsimile thereof) in the galley. When isn’t
something issuing some kind smoke in the galley?
Anyhow, the ANSUL fire control system went off and covered the galley in chemicals,
including all the turkeys sitting in pans on the stove top, and the gravy and, well everything
about to be served for dinner. I spent the next twelve hours cleaning ANSUL from every crack
and crevice, locker and compartment, nook and cranny in the Galley.
A guy named Fritz was the cook that night. Fritz had been in for maybe eighty-five
years and was on his 3rd or 4th trip through 1st class. With Christmas dinner in ruin, Fritz had to
quickly substitute a dish he called “Penees d'estallion”, a most eloquently French-sounding
name for something the rest of us knew as ‘horsecock’.
It’s a phrase I have used ever since around the ‘foodies’ who like to throw French
words around. No one, I mean no one knows what I am talking about and are too unsure of
themselves to question it! (hint; it ain’t French!)
There are probably a great many Fritz stories out there. He was the guy who kept me
and Sims on the “acquisition end” of stores loading for a while. He was also the guy who
agreed that taco night was a good idea. In those days tacos were rare on the east coast. You
had to get the makings in an ethnic part of town and you made your own salsa. Fortunately,
the Blue Crew Weapons team did know that secret....
One ‘printable’ galley/Fritz moment involved the Mini-Quack coming into the galley
one night as Fritz was baking bread. Mini-Quack went into hyper-ventilation over the fact that
Fritz was wearing sandals in the galley.
Fritz responded, “Well hell, I’m not kneading the bread with my feet!”
Steve Rosen, Blue Crew, ‘67 - ‘70
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I remember George Hooks was best damn baker in the fleet. He used to go to Cook
school in Charleston Off Crew after Off Crew because he had a lot of girlfriends there. When
we made the three patrols out of Charleston, he kept a small revolver with him when he went
on liberty during Upkeep. He said it was because there were a lot of husbands out looking for
him!
And our Yeoman, Eddie Neal, who used to shave every morning with a straight razor.
We’d be out there in the North Atlantic in winter, rolling like a drunken whale, with guys tying
themselves in their racks to keep from rolling out, Rick Dappen (ET) would be in Maneuvering
with his barf bag taped to the RPCP, and Old Eddie would be in the Crew’s Head, feet spread
out for ‘stability’, calmly scraping his throat with that damn straight razor!
Frank Nason was one of the really true and crazy people I ever met on the Key. There
were stories galore about Franks escapades. Frank stood the forward Cold Iron watch, and he
would wander into Crews Mess and raise the movie screen from behind while there was a
movie going on. Then he’d just stare at everyone. Everyone knows screwing with the movie
is an absolute no-no, but when Frank raised that screen, silence would come over the mess
decks and people would wait until he put it down again to resume watching the movie.
Then there was the storekeeper that put a fish tank in his office in the Missile
Compartment. He wanted to watch the little fishies swim around while we were on patrol.
One day he found one of the Stewards up on the counter in his office with a spear he’d whittled
from something trying repeatedly to spear a fish!
Of course the high CO and CO2 content on patrol soon turned the water so acidic that
the fish were jumping out of the tank because they couldn’t breathe!
John Linville, Gold Crew, ‘66 - ‘71
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After graduating from RM ‘C’ School, I reported to Sub School in New London. All
the classes were full, so incoming students were being given temporary assignments. I knew
one of the Radiomen assigned to the Staff, and he got me TAD'd along with a bunch of other
guys to the USS Tigrone AGSS-419.
The Tigrone was getting ready to be Decommissioned later that year, so for eight
weeks I spent my time routing their traffic, making message runs, and helping get the boat
ready for decom. We even took her out for a few hours with some high level dignitaries
aboard. One morning, the Decommissioning Crew XO gave all the TAD guys a letter of
appreciation, a ship's hat, patch and a DBF pin. ‘DBF’ stood for ‘Diesel Boats Forever’. I was
young and dumb at that time and didn’t put much importance in that stuff. I lost the DBF pin
or gave it away, not sure which.
After Sub School I was assigned to the Key. MMCM(SS) Peterson was our Chief Of
the Boat and a great guy. Even though he was a MMCM(SS), everyone called him COB or
Chief Pete. In those days, it was customary to assign a non-qual to a senior qualified person,
called the "Sea Daddy Program”. Chief Pete assigned me to IC1(SS) Carroll Coon,
affectionately known as ‘Coondog’. Now I was 19, 6'4", maybe 175lbs. Carroll was about
5'9" and barrel chested, had a big belly and tattoos everywhere, and he had arms like Popeye;
they were big! Carroll was an old Diesel Boat sailor also.
One thing I soon found out was that Carroll was someone that no one messed with. He
was some kind of bad! Nice guy as long as you don't piss him off, though. He took a liking
to me. I asked him about that one time and he told me. I had once told him that I had passed
on signing up for the IPO program twice, once in "A" school and again at Sub School. IPO
meant the "Instant Petty Officer" program; you agreed to extend your enlistment and in return
you were automatically advanced to E-4. Well, in the real Navy, IPO's were, for the sake of
better words, not looked upon very highly. To the Old School Sailors, your first Crow was a
big thing; it was earned, not given. Because I did not do the IPO program, and because of my
time aboard the Tigrone, Carroll was alright with that.
As for the "Sea Daddy" program, you were not allowed to do anything without your
Sea Daddy's permission. That included eating, sleeping, and everything else. When you were
not on watch, you were working on your ‘Quals’, your Submarine Qualification. God help you
if you were caught watching a movie when you were supposed to be Qual'ing! Even when I
was ready to get a siggie on my card, I could only go to someone that Carroll approved of.
Carroll called me his ‘Sea Slug’, but he impressed me so much I never wanted to let
him down. It was through his efforts that I aced my board! That made him happy.
Somewhere along the line I told Carroll about that DBF pin I got from the Tigrone.
The day I qualified, in May of 76, when I finally got a chance to hit my rack and get some
sleep, I found a DBF pin on my pillow. It was Carroll's DBF pin, and I still have that pin
today. I miss him.
Ronnie ‘Lonnie’ Marchland, Gold Crew, ‘75 - ‘78
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On patrol we would spend hours and hours drinking coffee and talking about stuff.
Usually it was women and cars and what we did or were going to do off crew. It didn’t matter.
We talked because we were slept out and tired of reading or playing cards. We listened
because we were tired of talking.
It’s easy to remember the outrageous stuff because it broke up the monotony. If we had
done that stuff in the Real World we would have been locked up.
Sometimes we did and we were.
But we were in our late teens and early twenties, doing the most important, most
responsible jobs we would ever do, and not getting paid in accordance.
Sometimes the ‘talking’ would give us ideas. Like when we got to talking about what
the Chiefs did when they were in the Goat Locker. Someone came up with idea that they were
all comparing the size of their own dumps. So it progressed. We could just hear them saying,
"Tee-hee, tee-hee!” as they compared length, breadth, consistency, odor, etc. in there.
Next thing you know we were all saying, "Tee-hee, tee-hee!" every time a Chief came
around.
It kept them guessing, anyway.
One patrol I put a name of a city, as a target, on each missile panel at LOS. It was just
something to do. I think missile one was Washington DC, and missile two was New York
City. Something like that. I was just messing around.
They made me take off all the city names, and then they went down to Missile Control
Center and changed all the targeting.
I always figured I must have gotten one right....
Another patrol somebody came down with a serious case of crabs down in Ops Crew’s
Berthing. They couldn’t do much about it at sea, but I remember that when we came in, they
had to take all the mattresses out of Crew’s Berthing and fumigate them.
Glad I slept in the Missile Compartment instead of down there!
But it did give us something to talk about.
Stan ‘Jesse’ Sims, Blue Crew, ‘67 - ‘70
__________________________________________
I remember one TM whose girlfriend sent him on patrol with some toys to keep him
busy; jacks, a yoyo, etc. He would play jacks at Launcher and drive us all up the wall!
Excuse me; I meant ‘bulkhead’.
Somebody finally took his jack ball and filled the inside with lead so it wouldn’t
bounce.
That was the same ‘someone’ who once left little footprints on the deck between the
XO’s and the CO’s Staterooms....
Bob Reese, Blue Crew, ‘68 - ‘70
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Becoming Qualified in Submarines, and being allowed to wear the Dolphins, is a very
big deal in the life of a Submariner. Every sub sailor has to qualify or he’s off the boats. He’s
given a Training Aid Booklet, or TAB, that shows the location and number designation of
every valve, every switch, pipe, tank, every ‘thing’ on the submarine. He’s also given ‘qual
cards’ to get signatures from the crewmen designated as Qualification Petty Officers of each
system. The ‘qual card’s become his score cards, kind of.
Also, he’s given nine months – two patrols – to get all of it learned.
When he thinks he’s ready, he takes his qual card to the Qual PO for the system and
endures the question and answer phase.
“What is the location of the Main Hydraulics Shut-Off valve in the Control Room?”
“Wait a minute. I know where that is! Don’t tell me, I know this!”
How many times did I hear that going on? “What color is it?” “What direction do you
have to turn it to secure Main Hydraulics in the Control Room?”
Then one quiet day we were standing watches as usual and we started smelling smoke.
A couple of guys were sitting around Launcher and I sent one to each level to keep an eye out
for something getting hot. About twenty minutes later, I hear one of them down by the 1.2
Kilowatt rectifiers going, “Wait a minute! Don’t tell me! I know where it is! Just give me a
second!”
I turned around and saw smoke just boiling out of one of the rectifiers, and one of the
guys is standing in front of it, holding his head in his hands and trying to remember the answer
to one of the basic qualification questions for Missile Compartment Electrical, “Where do you
secure power to the 1.2KW rectifiers?”
He was still saying, “Hold it! I know this!” when someone else shut it off for him.
Ken ‘Mac’ McCracken, Blue Crew, ‘68 - ‘71
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During submarine qualification oral board, one of the First Class ET’s was asked the
question, "What's the main source of the atmospheric contaminant methane aboard this ship?"
The correct answer was, “Inboard venting of the sanitary tanks,” otherwise known as
‘Joining the Flapper Club’. The questioner was the COB, Chief Gus Peterson. But the ET1
replied, "Farts?"
The COB, who was well known for his dislike of 'nukes' in general and wise-ass
remarks in particular, turned red in the face, clinched his teeth, slammed his fist onto the table
and barked, "I asked for the MAIN source!"
The ET paused in mock thoughtfulness for a few seconds, and then said, "Petty Officer
Roarick?"
I think the examination was postponed for a week or two after that.
Mike Rodgers, Gold Crew, ‘76 - ‘80
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Nick Dalebout was a Chief Torpedoman who had been in submarines just about
forever. He was an ‘old boat’ sailor who didn’t have a lot of time for things like radiation
badges and stuff, so he kept leaving his badge laying around Launcher. The rest of us wore
them religiously, mostly because we knew we’d get in trouble if we didn’t, and mostly from
Dalebout!
So one day we grabbed it and stuck it in a can of silicon oil for a while, then let it dry
out. The next time the Corpsman wanted them turned in for reading, Nick came to Launcher,
picked it up and turned it in.
The film was completely black, of course. Nick didn’t care, but the Mini-Doc had to
fill out quite a few extra pages of paperwork on it.
Bob Reese, Blue Crew, ‘68 - ‘70

__________________________________________

An E Division Chief was sitting on the aft workbench in Auxiliary Machinery Room 2,
Upper Level, drinking his coffee and watching me scrub the deck one mid watch. “You know
why the Navy is always running you ragged, Rodgers?” he asked me.
“Why’s that, Chief?”
“To keep you pissed off, that’s why. Happy, contented sailors might think twice about
launching a missile that will kill 20 million people in an instant. But, on the other hand, take
your average pissed off submarine sailor who’s cleaning something that’s not dirty for the
umpteenth time this patrol. He’ll push that button in a friggin’ heartbeat. Don’t kid yourself,
the Navy knows this. And that’s why you’re scrubbing this deck for the 30th time this month,
Rodgers. And that’s why these things are called ‘strategic detergent’ patrols.”
Mike Rodgers, Gold Crew, ‘76 - ‘80
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I was Assistant Launcher Ops Supervisor at Launcher one patrol when we had a bunch
of midshipmen on board. The LOS was explaining what the various panels at Launcher were
all about when a temp alarm went off on one of the Temperature Regulating And Monitoring
Power Supplies. Toad was the Roving Patrol, and was standing outside the chain at the
forward end of Launcher. (For various reasons, he wasn’t allowed inside just then.) When the
alarm went off, Toad bellowed in the most ‘important-sounding’ voice he could muster, “What
tube?”
The LOS calmly said, “Tube Four temp alarm.”
Our hero swiftly turned and literally ran up the ladder to Upper Level Missile.
Unfortunately, on his way to Launcher, one of the midshipmen had come down from
Navigation and had dutifully shut the Upper Level hatch behind him. Toad roared up the
ladder, drove his head into the deck grate with enough force to swing it up and bounce it
against the latch. But – again unfortunately for Toad – it did not quite latch and came
slamming down onto his head a second time.
Now, the first hit was enough to make me wince just watching but the second hit, and
the sound it made, gave me shivers. I thought we would be picking gray matter off the deck!
And as the Duty Grunt, that would have been my job!
Toad dropped to his knees, holding his head, but he got up quickly and calmly said, “I
have to make rounds.”
I'm sure he went off somewhere to scream in pain. My head still hurts just thinking
about it.
Russ Christie, Blue Crew, ‘70 - ‘75
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A guy named Wagner started a rumor that SSBN sailors who became mentally unstable
on patrol would be sent to St. Alban’s Naval Hospital in Queens, NY, kept in a padded cell,
and given a rubber tire to amuse themselves with. The worse the mental state the larger the tire
you would be given. As a member of the boat’s Rec. Committee, he organized this fictitious
bus field trip to St. Albans after the patrol. The reference to the XO as bus driver was meant to
be Chuck Harner. J.P.O.B. was the nickname of Bill Wise, “Just Plain Old Bill”. The padded
U-Haul trailer was to be towed behind the bus to hold the ‘extreme cases’, such as ‘Fritz’ the
Cook.

Jim Keach, Blue Crew, ‘68 - ‘71

([Ed:] “Rolling your tire to St. Albins” became a legend and standing commentary on
the Key. When particularly disgruntled by something, crew members could be seen rolling
their imaginary tires as they walked along.)
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Winter patrols in the North Atlantic were rough sometimes, and being under water
didn’t help much. The energy of the waves extends a long way down, and during a storm the
waves seem to come from every direction. The boat rocks constantly, but not with any regular
pattern. To get any sleep, you have to lay on your side and brace your knee against the edge of
your rack to keep from rolling out.
When they have to come up for a BRN pass or a navigation ‘fix’, they have no idea
what might be right above on the surface. Sometimes it’s a freighter and you can hear the slow
“Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh!” of its single screw as it passes right over the hull. Whenever it
happened we’d call Sonar and say, “Hey we’ve got a contact here we think maybe you missed!
It’s range is Zero-Zero yards!”
Close to the surface it’s really bad. I was sitting at the workbench on the Starboard side
Middle Level Missile one time, sipping on a cup of coffee when we took a sudden roll that
heeled us way over. I went tumbling out of the stool it was so bad.
But being a true sailor, I didn’t spill a drop of that coffee!
Stan “Jesse” Sims, Blue Crew, ‘67 - ‘70
__________________________________________

One day on patrol Jesse Sims was listening to people sitting around grousing about how
‘They’ did this and ‘They’ did that, and ‘They’ said we had to do this other thing, and ‘They’
wouldn’t let us do something else. He suddenly said, “How come we’re always saying ‘They’?
Who the hell is ‘They’?”
Next thing you know there were signs stuck up everywhere. “WHO IS THEY?” and
“DOWN WITH THEY!” and so-on. Then the crew picked up on it and started wearing little
signs stuck to their belt buckles; "DOWN WITH THEY!" and "I DON'T LIKE THEY!" and
"THEY AREN'T NICE!"
Then one day the Captain showed up in Conn with a sign on his poopy-suit that said, "I
AM THEY."
That was the end of that.
Gerald Shane, Blue Crew, ‘69 - ‘69
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It seemed like we had a different Quack every patrol. Once it was a shrink. He
admitted that he had volunteered to make the patrol so he could gather data for a book. He was
always spying on everybody, especially when a couple of guys might be off together shooting
the bull off watch. So they started giving him something to write about. When they saw him
coming, they'd slip their arms around each other, or fiddle 'affectionately' with an ear, or just
hold hands or something. Usually he'd do a bit of a double-take, then rush off to make notes.
Another patrol we had an actual gynecologist. Some of the guys kept pestering him
about how good 'business' was, or whether or not he'd seen any good pussy, lately. He took it
well.
That was another thing about Mini-Quack; he hated gynecologists. He said they were
"nasty people". "They're always talking shop!" he’d say. He might have had something there.
One time the Quack was a dermatologist. His theory was that no matter what your
ailment, it was because you weren't getting enough sunlight. He had several guys in the crew
showing up for regular 'treatments' under a sun lamp.
In fact, his sun lamp was the only incandescent 110 volt bulb on board. Everything else
was fluorescent.
The Mini-Quack stayed the same, though. Same guy, same weird attitudes. One time
he came to me and asked if there wasn't some way I could 'control' my guys better. He was the
Lay Leader – a voluntary position like Barber – and felt that as MCLPO I was responsible for
the "moral well being" of my men. I told him not to get too upset about the guys, that they
weren't as bad as they let on.
Interestingly, I had just swapped crotch novels with somebody, and I pulled the 'new'
reading material out of my back pocket. "Talk to you later, Doc," I told him as I waved it in
front of him. "I gotta go check out some new reading material!"
He never broached that subject with me again!
My first patrol on the Key was with Nick Dalebout and PJ Melher in charge of the
Launcher and Missile Gangs. Those two had a little routine they would do where PJ would
kick his legs up and ‘spread ‘em’ and Nick would light his farts.
Well, I had hemorrhoids pretty bad in those days, and a couple of patrols later the
Quack decided to operate. He gave me a local and started digging. I spent the rest of that
patrol sitting on an inflatable donut. One of the side effects was that taking a dump gave new
meaning to the term ‘Hershey Squirts’!
But every once in a while I’d think about Dalebout lighting PJ’s farts. I’d get the
giggles thinking about how, if he tried to light one of those on me, I’d squirt him right in the
eye!
Ken ‘Mac’ McCracken, Blue Crew, ‘67 - ‘71
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We crossed the Arctic Circle the first time with Capt. Logan, but he wouldn’t let us
celebrate it that trip. Capt. Forsythe, though, was a regular guy, and when we crossed it again
on a later patrol, we had a bluenose ‘ceremony’. He even dyed his whole head green to be
Neptune. Since he shaved it bald on patrol anyway, he was a scary sight! He messed with the
wardroom big time, made them sit in tubs of ice-water, allowed us to egg them in mess decks,
etc.
Capt. Forsythe was enlisted on the Nautilus commissioning crew and Wilkerson was
his Div officer. It was a pain in the ass for us because every Upkeep, if Wilkerson was in the
area we had to field day for full inspection. I remember having Easter Sunday services
cancelled one time to field day for him. All of us heathens got religion big time and bitched
like hell while we cleaned.
Speaking of cleaning, we had a “phantom shitter” who dropped a loaf on the Reactor
Tunnel floor. We never found out who did it, but the guy who had to clean it up was some
pissed!
John Linville, Gold Crew, ‘66 - ‘71
__________________________________________

One bad memory I have of my time on the Key is the fact I carry asbestos in my lungs
to this day. No one cared about asbestos poisoning back then. They still used it for heat
insulation. You’d sit on the Turbine Generators, lapping in the steam chest, with your heels
digging into the lagging on the TG and the ventilation ducts turned to blow right on you to try
and keep cool, stirring up all the dust. So far it is only pleural sac scarring, no cancer and I
keep my fingers crossed.
There was a BuShips prohibition on painting with aluminum paint at sea in enclosed
spaces, too, but that didn’t stop our Engineer, short little guy with a Napoleon complex, from
ordering us to do it anyway. “To save refit time for the Blue Crew.”
John Linville, Gold Crew, ‘66 - ‘71
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We had three midshipmen on board one patrol. I’ve forgotten the names of two of
them, but the third we called "Fred". The other two we called “Mr. –lastname–“. One day
Fred was standing at the security chain whining about why they called him by his first name
instead of his last. Jesse Sims immediately responded, "Because we like you Fred!"
Now, before the missile ‘rover’ could be relieved, one of the tasks he had to perform
was to clean the black marks made by the heels of our shoes off the linoleum deck with a
‘greenie pad’. That’s what I was doing at the time, working my way towards Launcher.
But Fred was standing there covering up a portion of one of those pesky marks. He
was busy talking with Jesse, and I didn’t want to be rude by asking him to move, and I didn’t
want to just push him because he might fall over and get hurt, or something. So I did what
seemed like the only sensible thing at the time; I bit him on the ankle.
It worked, because he jumped off the black mark and ran off. At the same time, Jesse
laughed so hard he almost peed himself! But I didn’t know Fred was going to run off and tell
the Ship’s Doctor about it. (As I recall we called the Doc, with all due respect, “The Quack”.
Behind his back of course.)
Later, after my watch, The Quack came to see me. He asked if I could come and chat
with him for a few minutes. We went to the sick-bay and he asked me a couple of questions,
then a couple more questions, then some personal questions about myself, my family, my
background, and so-on, and after a while I started getting a little annoyed. I asked if he was a
shrink or something. He said, "Well, I am a medical doctor, but my minor was in psychology."
I knew I was in deep doo-doo then! After that we had a regular session every couple of
days during the rest of the patrol. We would talk, and he would try to shrink my head. I talked
with my good buddy Jesse about it and he gave me some great advice. He said, “Tell him the
truth!”
So I did. I told him a lot of stuff that he had a hard time believing. But then he was
wrapped pretty tight, too! Like, he was shocked when I told him I had a teddy bear with me on
patrol. When he asked why, I told him it was so he could earn himself a Polaris Patrol Pin to
build up his self-esteem. He started asking me lots of questions about the other guys, including
why Jesse would always go, “Quack, quack, quack,” whenever he walked by. He thought
Jesse was calling him names, or something, but I told him, “Naw, Jesse just does that.”
Well, we kept talking, and I kept telling him the ‘truth’ of what went on there in the
enlisted man's ‘submarine world’, and he started believing more and more that I really was
nuts! Eventually I told him that everyone on the boat was nuts, except maybe him and me, and
I wasn't too sure about him! When he asked why I thought that way, I said, "Because
everybody likes it here except me and you, and sometimes I get the feeling you like it here
too!"
Eventually we came to an agreement; he would get me off the boats and back on the
Tenders, and I had to promise that I wouldn’t bite Fred (or anyone else) any more.
Gerald Shane, Blue Crew, ‘69 - ‘69
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During patrols, each department would cook an entire dinner for the crew. It gave the
cooks a break, and it was usually great fun. Especially when it was Weapons Night.
I remember one patrol our theme was ‘Old Blind Bob’s’. The inspiration for this came
from a certain very popular establishment called ‘Old Blind Tom’s’ on the outskirts of
Charleston. Of course nobody ever admitted to going there for more than a beer or two, but no
one seemed the least bit confused about the similarity in the names....
On our Dinner Nights we always served Mexican food, hot and spicy. This night the
guys dressed themselves up to look like ‘Old Blind Bob’s’ ...er, ‘staff’. The Weapons Officer,
Lt. Kenneth Robert ‘Bob’ Baker, went right along with the whole thing by wearing an eye
patch, a blackened tooth or two, and a penciled-in beard for the occasion. He actually looked
more like a pirate than a pimp!
I’m not too sure where the alcohol came from, but at least one of the ‘girls’ had a bit
more of the stuff than ‘she’ should have because as the dinner progressed, ‘she’ wound up
sitting on the Captain’s lap and giving him a big kiss!
Later ‘she’ said, “The skipper must not have liked it much; he didn’t even give me any
tongue!”
Heroes are made, not born!
Ken ‘Mac’ McCracken, Blue Crew, ‘67 - ‘71
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When Toad first came aboard he was made Small Arms Petty Officer. He was
responsible for cleaning and maintaining the rifles and small arms kept aboard.
One day I was in the chow hall when the 1st Class who was in charge of the Torpedo
Room came in. He was fuming! It seems Toad was up in the Room cleaning a Thompson submachine gun, and as he was taking it apart, the 1st Class looked over his shoulder and said, “Be
careful of that big spring; it’s under a lot of pressure.”
No sooner had he said it than – BOING – the spring went flying. It wound up outboard
under the torpedoes and couldn’t be reached without moving them. That meant it would have
to wait until we pulled in from patrol.
Gary Storm, Blue Crew, ‘69 - ‘72
__________________________________________
The ‘drill’ was that before venting the tubes from launcher, the LOS Watch was to pass
the word on the 35MC, “Venting tubes!” The trick was to pass the word, then start flipping
through the Breather Valve switches as fast as you could.
Sometimes you could hear the Missile Techs in the Upper Level yelling all kinds of
nasty things at you.
Those Missile Techs were a lot of fun. They weren’t nearly as much fun if you gave
them a chance to get out from between the tubes before you started venting, though.
Ron Shouse, Blue Crew, ‘69 - ‘74
__________________________________________
Sometimes the breakfast menu would include ‘eggs to order’. The crew would form a
line outside the galley and place their orders at the window.
One morning I had just gotten my fried eggs and was getting some coffee when
somebody ordered a cheese omelette. Cooks usually didn’t like having to make those because
the cheese oozes out and burns on the grill. It has to be cleaned after every omelette or the
cook can’t flip anything else. So the cook yells, "I ain't making no more cheese omelettes!"
Well the guy doesn’t make a fuss. He knows the Chief Cook is up and steps over to the
Goat Locker and asks him to come out. He did, and the guy just as calmly explained what was
going on.
Now, the Chief Cook is the one who makes up the menu, and he told the Cook, "If
these guys ask for a hot shit sandwich, you shit on the grill and give it to them!"
Well, after the Chief went back in the Goat Locker, the Cook leans out and says,
"Anybody who asks for a cheese omelette is on my shit list!"
Of course everybody else in line asked for a cheese omelette that morning.
Ken ‘Mac’ McCracken, Blue Crew, ‘67 - ‘71
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The Mini-Doc arranged to have a bunk in the Missile Compartment so he’d be closer to
the Sick Bay. He was a pretty ‘straight-laced’ kind of guy and he was always going, “Tsk, tsk,
tsk,” to some of the stuff we did now and then. He didn’t like us putting up pin-ups in our
racks, for instance. So one time, while we did our usual mid-patrol field day to prepare the
Missile Compartment for a Captain’s Inspection, one of the Missile Techs taped a Playboy
Centerfold on the bottom of the rack above Mini-Doc’s rack.
The Captain thought it was funny, but the Mini-Doc sure didn’t!
They almost came to blows over that one.
Bob Reese, Blue Crew, ‘68 - ‘70
__________________________________________

There was the time LT. Bill Clinger decreed there would be no more nude pictures of
women in Engine Room. So they came down, but the Crew didn’t take it lightly.
Someone came up with a bunch of pictures of naked men. We put those up instead.
The next time Lt. Clinger came aft, Engineering looked like a gay bar in San Francisco! He
didn’t have a lot of hair, and he turned a bright red when he saw it!
At the time, it was too funny to ask who had those pictures or why. Needless to say,
nothing more was ever said about our naked girlie pictures in Engineering.
John Linville, Gold Crew, ‘66 - ‘71
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There were words, phrases, and names that stayed with you. Things like ‘Hitting the
beach’, and ‘Que pasa?’
‘Sonja’. Now there was one to remember. And ‘rim job’. Maybe those two went
together.
‘Going to get a leap’ as a stand-alone phrase, and the shoes you needed to go get one....
Add ‘Tio Pepe’ and “Friendo, friendo! You-o take-o me-o to el skivvie house-o?”
‘Skivvies’ and ‘skivvie house’ were two completely different concepts.
‘Skunk hat’.
“5,000 REM of gamma rays? Why that’ll knock your dick stiff!”
‘Shit, shower, and shave’.
Somehow these have all survived the decades in my vocabulary.
And then there was:
“Jeremiah shit himself.”
‘Hang em high kit’
‘Douche’ - as in “Douched him down with a grease gun” or air hose, or whatever.
‘Fuckin’ Toad.’ (Usually followed by an exclamation mark.)
‘Swinging dick’ - as in “All you swinging dicks better be done with that job by 1600!”
‘Nuts to butts’ - an oldie but goodie. (May be cross referenced to ‘sacks to cracks’.)
‘Spin up’.
‘Ping on’. (A person not a target. Could involve intimidating someone just for the hell
of it or trying to get laid.)
‘Lark’ brand cigarettes – usually the only smokes left on board after 110 days, Holy
Lock to Charleston.
‘Nobber Nick’.
‘Brown eye’ - the Sonarman or maybe Quarter Master (not to be confused with
Brownie the Sonarman).
And for those who were strikers (or just junior Third Class) in the Missile
Compartment: ‘THE Glove’.
“Hello, fish.”
‘Mullet’ - long before the hairstyle.
No telling what images these bring to the minds of people who never lived them.
Steve Rosen, Blue Crew, ‘67 - ‘70
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I think the enlisted people had more fun than the officers. They liked to talk about the
close calls in Operations, like evading Russian subs and destroyers during the patrol. They
talked about serious issues while we talked about things they weren’t even aware were going
on.
The enlisted guys really ran the boat, all the officers really did was decide where we
went, and how deep and how fast we went to get there. It was the enlisted who kept the
systems running and well greased.
One of my last patrols on the Key I allowed a TM striker to go back to Launcher and
hang out while I spent the patrol on the planes as a TM2(SS). That’s where all the real
submarine stuff was going on. It was fun, especially when we wanted to make a diving officer
broach. But even with all kinds of excitement going on in the control room, especially during
BRN passes at periscope depth, we never had the fun we had back at Launcher.
As soon as I was off watch I would head back to Launcher where the real guys were!
Ron Shouse, Blue Crew, ‘69 - ‘74
__________________________________________

There was a grease board at Launcher for messages and stuff. It had a section on it
titled, ”Come the revolution there will be no more:....” Every time somebody would get pissed
about something he’d add it to the list.
Then there were the ‘peace trees’ behind every panel and deck plate. Glad I never had
to explain them during an inspection! But I was at Launcher when an NTPI inspector opened a
deck plate and froze....
And then there was the time before some drill when the XO went to close the hatch in
the torpedo room before closing the air damper and in jumping for the level, I cold-cocked
him.
I had witnesses that would swear it was an accident, though.
Defending liberty and freedom is a tough job!
Steve Rosen, Blue Crew, ‘67 - ‘70
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A few of us were sitting around in the Torpedo Room one time when Toad showed up
at the hatch and asked if he could come in.
Who asks if they can come into a compartment, anyway?
We told him that if he set foot in the Room we were going to knock him over the head
with night sticks and drag his body up to the bow to the Astor warheads. We’d put his finger
prints all over the warhead and then pull the monitoring hose with his hand, setting off all the
alarms. Then we’d continue to beat him until the Security Alert team arrived, and then
everyone would believe that he, Toad, had finally lost it!
Every time we did that he’d just say, “Awe guys! You’re just kidding with me!”
No! We weren’t!
Ron Shouse, Blue Crew, ‘69 - ‘74
__________________________________________

One time, against all rules, regulations, and laws of nature, Toad balanced a cup of hot
chocolate on the back of the Missile Eject Panel. And, of course, he then spilled it, setting off
‘missile eject’ alarms. To clean it, we had to take the panel out. That meant more alarms,
more calls from the Conn, more demanding questions from the Captain, more log entries, more
inquires after the patrol from folks concerned with missile security, safety and patrol
readiness....
Not sure, but I think that was the day he was officially knighted as Toad.
Steve Rosen, Blue Crew, ‘67 - ‘70
__________________________________________

Toad was the original Shock & Awe.
We were sitting around Launcher as usual when Toad walked up to the security chain
and announced, “I like my steaks medium-rare.”
The strange thing was, I don’t believe we were having steaks for supper that historic
evening! Nor had anyone mentioned steak, nor did anyone really give a shit! But the
statement was so profoundly Toad that we just had to commemorate it. Somebody jumped up
and grabbed the duct tape, placing a big ‘X’ on the exact spot where he had been standing
when he uttered those profound words. Somebody else ran and got their tape recorder and
tried to get him to say it again so it could be recorded it for ‘posterity’.
For a long time after that, everybody would make sure to ask him, "How do you like
your steaks, Toad?"
Ron Shouse, Blue Crew, ‘69 - ‘74
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Mini-Doc liked to use his stethoscope to listen in on private conversations that the
Storekeeper, Wilber, and the Yeoman, Gus, would have in the Storekeepers Office. Wilber
and Gus decided to set him up and maybe teach him a lesson. They came up with a story, and
even had the XO in on it with them. It began with Gus complaining to Wilber that the XO had
given him a task he didn’t want to do.
The story they fed to the eaves-dropping Mini-Doc was that the US Navy had become
concerned about sub crews flying back and forth overseas on just one plane. If the plane
crashed, the whole crew would be lost. Therefore, it was decided that all crews would be split
up into three different planes for the overseas transit. That way if a plane went down, they’d
only lose a third of the crew.
But Gus went on to explain that the Key had received a radio gram stating that we
would be the first crew to try this new program, and that the XO wanted him to come up with
three lists of names, one for each flight, that would disburse rank, training, and experience for
minimum loss in the even of an accident.
The problem was, he explained, there would only be two planes available. One of
those would have to return to Scotland for the last flight. That meant that a third of the crew
would have to spend three or four days cooling their heels in Scotland before they could return
home.
When Wilber asked who he had assigned to each of the flights, Gus started reading the
lists. That was when the Mini-Doc ‘learned’ that Gus had assigned him to the third plane!
“That way we’ll have a Medical Officer on one flight and the Corpsman on another,”
he reasoned.
Well, Mini-Doc went straight to the XO pleading with him to put him on either the first
or second plane.
It was a great scam. They kept Mini-Doc in a huff for days.
Bob Reese, Blue Crew, ‘68 - ‘70
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I did win the “Golden Flapper” Award one patrol. It was the same Patrol Dave ‘Carrot
Top’ Andrus won the award for a “Double Golden Flapper”. After the initial ‘explosion’, he
immediately shut the flapper, but he left the flushing water running. Cowan ran in and saw
stuff dripping from the ceiling and the bowl overflowing. He yelled to Andrus to pull the
flapper and drain the bowl. Andrus reached over and pulled the flapper for a second time.
At this point Dave just sat down about to cry with sanitary blowing all over.
I tell you all this to take the spotlight off my own “Golden Flapper”.
Oh, the salty taste, the paper and corn in the beard...!
Gosh I love all these memories!
I remember the Engineer’s hat, too. It was a real train Engineer’s hat! It used to make
the nuke officers really angry when I’d slide under the chain in Maneuvering and announce,
“I’m the Engineer! I have Maneuvering!”
Nuke officers never seemed to have much of a sense of humor.
Ron Shouse, Blue Crew, ‘69 - ‘74
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I still remember the dead somber silence that fell over the boat for about an hour after a
Battle Stations Missile drill. On surface ships, they announce loud and clear, “This is a drill,
this is a drill!” Not on the boats. You don’t know it’s a drill until you get the word to secure
and they haven’t launched anything yet.
I for one had trouble grasping the reality of what we had just simulated.
Gerald Shane, Blue Crew, ‘69 - ‘69
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I recall a story of someone hiding in the frame bay outboard of the Missile
Compartment shower, armed with a grease gun hooked to low pressure air. There was an
access panel in the shower that gave access to the valves for blowing the MC Sanitary tank.
Apparently, when the ‘target’ was showering, the un-named bandito opened the access panel
and doused him with grease.
I had some pretty hazy days in those years, but this is a pretty vivid memory. I always
thought it was Mac McCracken who was the target.
Steve Rosen, Blue Crew, ‘67 - ‘70

__________________________________________

One patrol someone stole the door to Commander Richardson, the Exec’s Stateroom
and replaced it with a sheet. They drew a doorknob and a name plate on it using a magic
marker. Mr. Richardson was very unhappy about it and staged a full inspection of the boat.
He never found his door, though. I'm not sure if I ever knew where it was hidden,
either.
Bob Weeks, Blue Crew, ‘70 - ‘72

__________________________________________

The topper was Jessie O’Sims, crawling up the passageway toward the XO’s stateroom
with a knife in his teeth....
Some say he was drunk, but wiser folks know he was just sly, scouting the territory,
checking the lay of the land while waiting for a better opportunity....
Steve Rosen, Blue Crew, ‘67 - ‘70
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We had this big Engineering Officer who came through the Missile Compartment one
time on his way aft. He didn’t find anyone at Launcher so he let himself in and sat down in the
LOS chair. It turns out that the LOS watch was Jerry Berry who at the time was behind LCP 1
where he had a copier. He was making copies of a few items of interest to himself. He was
also making some fancy paper hats. He knew the Engineer was there so he put on one of his
fancier hats and jumped out and said “Hi Coop!”
The Engineer wanted to put him on report until it was pointed out that even being
behind LCP 1 Berry was still within the Launcher restricted area.
Bob Reese, Blue Crew, ‘68 - ‘70
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Things get quiet during patrol, and it seems quieter during the Midwatch than during
the rest of the day. I stood watches as LOS and Toad was my Roving Patrol.
One night everything was nice and quiet, and I realized I hadn’t seen Toad for a while.
I reached over and clicked the 35MC intercom button once to signal him to come to Launcher.
We did that rather than shout over the 35MC and wake everybody up over in Berthing.
But this time I didn’t get a response. After a while, I did it again, and still nothing. So
I clicked the mike and whispered into it, “Rover come to Launcher.” Still nothing! This time I
keyed the mike and said loud and clear, “Roving Patrol come to Launcher immediately!”
Nothing.
About this time, one of the First Class TM’s walked over from Berthing and asked what
was up. I asked him to take a look around AMR1 and see if Toad was shooting the shit with
somebody back there. He takes off and a bit later comes back to report no Toad.
By this time I’m getting both pissed and concerned. About three minutes has passed,
and Toad could have gone from one end of the boat to the other and back again in that time,
but he wasn’t supposed to leave the compartment while he was on watch. With the TM1 to
‘hold the fort’ I made a quick dash to the forward bulkhead and checked Upper and Lower
Levels.
Nothing! Toad is no where in the Missile Compartment! I said, “To Hell with this!”
and picked up the mike, punched up Control and shouted, “Security Violation in the Missile
Compartment! This is not a drill!” Then I hit the Missile Emergency Alarm.
All Hell broke loose. The Weps, AWeps, the XO, the Missile Tech Chief, and the
Security Alert Team all converged at the chain at the forward end of Launcher in a matter of
seconds. It was probably “This is not a drill” that got them moving quicker than normal.
I kept everybody out of Launcher, even the XO, and posted the Security Alert Team at
both ends of Launcher. They’d shown up in less than ten seconds.
I thought we had a real situation on our hands! We were ready to kill anything that
moved on Launcher. The hair was standing up on the back of my neck I was so worked up!
And a few seconds later, about forty-five seconds after sounding the alarm, and less
than five minutes from that first click on the 35MC, who comes walking out from between
tubes 5 & 7 but Toad, pulling up his poopy suit and with his eyes all sleepy!
Toad had fallen asleep on the shitter in Sanitary #3!
Well, needless to say it was not a good day for Toad. Nor was the rest of the patrol.
He was relieved of his watch and given a Captain’s Mast. I believe that was his last patrol on
the Key.
Eighty-percent of the stories I tell people about my time in the Navy include Toad
doing something or other. It would have been very dull without him!
Russ Christie, Blue Crew, ‘70 - ‘75
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Going Home:

The last week or so of the patrol was sometimes pretty strange. You were already
pretty much slept out, read out, talked out, and so on. The COB would let us watch movies for
the last few days when the mess decks weren’t being used to serve the crew. It helped get our
minds off of, well, going home.
But the minute they set the Maneuvering Watch, things got frantic. Usually the
opposite crew was there to meet us. As soon as they walked aboard Change of Command
began. You got with your opposite in the other crew and let him know how things went.
And they brought the mail aboard. All we could get at sea was four twenty-word
Family Grams. They never said anything, really, but if one didn’t show up on schedule you
really started getting worried.
By the time the mail came aboard you were counting the hours.
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Coming back off about my fourth or fifth war patrol, I was called to the Security Office
on the tender. Two guys dressed in suits (probably FBI) were there to arrest me for draft
dodging.
I did ignore my draft notice, but only because I had enlisted in the Navy. But there I
am with amine-yellow skin, patrol bug eyes, just off about ninety-seven days at sea, and these
two are wanting to arrest me for draft dodging!
They started asking me questions, but after a few rounds of the same ones over and
over, I say, “I am standing here, in uniform, a senior petty officer, with a security clearance and
everything, and you want to what?”
Steve Rosen, Blue Crew, ‘67 - ‘70
__________________________________________
I remember the big nuke officer in his skivvies, urgently hunting the Captain down
right before Change of Command. He came running through upper level missile looking for
the Captain just after the Captain had come through similarly attired headed aft. Shortly after,
the Captain returned via the middle level at full tilt, still in his skivvies, followed a few minutes
later by the nuke.
If it don’t involve the weapons, you just stand your watch and watch it all go by.
Steve Rosen, Blue Crew, ‘67 - ‘70
__________________________________________
Some of the early patrols used commercial charters to fly us back to Quonset Point,
Rhode Island, and then we were bused back to Grenfell Hall on the sub base. Customs at
Quonset Point was usually a pretty perfunctory operation. However on one return to the states,
we were all required to open our seabags. Lots of jokes about dirty skivvies and socks as we
lined up single file for the process. One forward type, though, whose name will be concealed
to protect the guilty, had just completed his final patrol in this man’s Navy and had brought a
spare seabag which he spent the patrol filling with Snap-On tools. Well that seabag was now
sitting on the flight line, unloaded from the aircraft but unclaimed by anyone. The COB made
several announcements to get your seabags and get into line but this orphan sea bag just sat out
there on the tarmac. By then the customs guys were getting interested in it!
So the COB sent a couple of Deck Gang members out to fetch it and drag it into the
terminal. The lock was cut and out dumped a huge pile of shiny Snap-On tools.
The customs guys no longer cared – American tools in an American seabag – but I
want to tell you the COB and the Old Man were less than pleased! I don’t know if they ever
found out who tried this scheme but my feeling is he just quietly went to separations as
scheduled but minus a great start to his civilian workshop.
John Linville, Gold Crew, ‘66 - ‘71
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Those flights back home after the patrol were really wild, sometimes. Nothing
obscene, you understand, but the guys used to get kind of goofy. Like when a horny Rick
Dappen started following a good smelling stew up the aisles on all fours and barking like a
dog.
Good thing the stews usually knew what they were in for and had a good sense of
humor.
Or the time a certain MM2, who was known to his fellow M-Div guys as the “human
waste”, arrived for crew flight to go overseas straight from a barroom. He was so drunk we
had to help him on the plane. We got him into a seat and covered him with a blanket and he
passed out.
Unfortunately he was seated next to a young Marine in full dress travel uniform.
Somewhere over the Atlantic, Ron awakened, pulled the blanket off his face, turned his head to
the Marine and power puked all over him.
So much for inter-service courtesy, eh?
The Marine was pissed, but with all our crew around him, he only could go to the head
and try to clean himself up.
The whole plane smelled like the men’s room at the El Bolero.
John Linville, Gold Crew, ‘66 - ‘71
__________________________________________
When I reported aboard the Key, my wife and I hadn’t even been married a year, yet. It
was hard for her to just stand there and watch me get on the bus, knowing I’d be gone for three
months. The only people she knew for a thousand miles were the people who worked at the
place where she’d gotten a job a week or so before. I really wondered if she’d still be there
when I got back.
She was. And looking better than I’d remembered. She’d written me almost every day
of the patrol. Sixty-some letters. I almost got my own mail bag! I sat down and read every
one. It almost put me into shock.
When I stepped off the bus, there she was. She told me later she thought maybe I
wouldn’t recognize her. She threw her arms around me and wouldn’t let go until we got home.
We had an MGB-GT in those days. It was really tough keeping it on the Gold Star
Memorial Bridge that morning. Something kept getting caught in the spokes of the steering
wheel.
Ken ‘Mac’ McCracken, Blue Crew, ‘68 - ‘71
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Everybody used to get a little crazy when we came home from patrol, including the
wives. Most of them dressed to the ‘nines’, wearing really sexy outfits and getting their hair all
done up and stuff.
I’ll never forget one time when the wife of an M-Div friend of mine showed up at
Grenfell Hall wearing nothing but a raincoat and shoes.
She was naked underneath that raincoat because she was so horny!
John Linville, Gold Crew, ‘66 - ‘71
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In Closing:
Most of us were in our early twenties when we were aboard the Key. I had
responsibilities and privileges that I have never had since. Even today we trust our twentysomething young people with billions of dollars worth of weapons and equipment, not to
mention other people’s lives. They do an excellent job, just as we did.
Many an hour and many a day was passed -- wasted, possibly – sitting at our watch
stations or lounging here and there talking about women and cars and family and home and
what we were going to do ‘someday’, but we were never more than a moment away from
doing what our country had trained us to do. We were among the best our country had to offer,
sent out to do an arduous yet meaningful job.
Was it boring? At times, yes. Exciting? Of course. Would I do it again under the
same circumstances? Absolutely. Am I a better man for what I did and who I did it with? Not
only yes, but Hell yes!
The world is a safer place because in each generation there have been young people
willing to step up to the line and be counted, to man the weapons and maintain them so that if
they were needed, they and their weapons and sophisticated systems would be ready to perform
as designed and intended.
It was an exciting time of my life, and I am proud of my part in it.
We shared so many good times with each other even though some of us did not enjoy
being in the Navy. We became brothers of a sort; comrades and life experience shipmates. We
lived together, partied together, listened to each other in our despair, anxiety, joy, plans and
hopes. In the long run we actually cared for one another.
We were and are submariners.
Ron Shouse, Blue Crew, ‘69 - ‘74
__________________________________________

We weren’t crazy, just creative and motivated to have fun and maybe a tad nuts. But
that’s a skill necessary for survival. I think they taught that in some ‘A’-School: BC&G
School; Basic Crazy and Goofy.
I think it was in Virginia.
Steve Rosen, Blue Crew, ‘67 - ‘70
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The last cruise of the USS Francis Scott Key, SSB(N) 657, on her way to the Breaker’s Yard.
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